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I

The Rolling-under of the Right

Despite the intensity of feeling aroused in the

political campaign, which culminated in the presidential

election of last November, objective analysis reveals the

striking fact that the differences between the various candi

dated with respect to programs were far less significant than

the agreements . There were no fundamental disagreements with

respect to foreign and domestic policies .-in principle . Dif-

ferences with respect to implementation and administration of

policies did exist, as well as the conflict of personal tem-

peraments , but in none of . this is there revealed a basic ideo-

logical divergence . The voter was offered the opportunity of

choosing between a more radical or more moderate development .

in the direction defined by the "New ;deal" legislation, but

there was ' no candidate or party that afforded representation

of the sentiment favoring isolation or of the social phil-

osophies opposed to the primary orientation of the "New-Deal" .



Yet the "New Deal", as a movement , -both consciously and un-

consciously, gives expression to philosophical, psychological,

and even religious attitudes . which are' not . capable of repre-

senting the needs of all men, . In fact,, the "New Deal" repre-

sents ,a tendency, with decided orientation to the political Left

and this fact is-explicitly acknowledged by its chief representa-

tive. As the opposed candidate, accepted the "New Deal" legis-

latiori .in principle, we must regard his defined position as

scmewhat left. of the Center, though not so far to the Left. as

the Democratic. party . The other parties, with the possible

exception of the Prohibition party which is too particularized

in it a interest to be of great significancet all occupied a more

extreme Leftist position . Thus the most significant fact. which

emerges from the total picture of the * recent campaign is that

of a- situation in which the sentiment of the Right .had no articu-

late voice within the political arena .

Unquestionably Wendell Willkie was the only candidate

from whom any consideration could be expected by individuals

possessing Rightist temperaments or holding Rightist philoso-

phies .. But there the hope for a reasonable consideration' was

more grounded in the temperament of the man than in the social

philosophy to which he gave explicit . espousal . Indeed, the

reflective observer gains the . impression that the body of

citizens who naturally and by temperament belong to the political
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Right are so far ashamed of, themselves that . they hesitate `to

formulate their position explicitly and openly . It is as though

they accepted the adverse moral judgment of the collectivist

Left and so wore forced to- work for their own interests and

values-in hidden and indirect ways, meanwhile giving lip-service

to the valuations of the collectivist thinkers.-

The-resultant situation is a most unfortunate one .

For the'natural membership of the Right is a significant part

of the total social body. An ' exclusively Leftist society,would

be very much: like a man who had only a left arm. A complete

man has both arms and possesses the complementary functions and

valuations symbolized by both . Other-rise he is only an incomplete

entity or' psychical fraction. . The same fact is true of the social

body of all men. Accordingly, a society whose conscious orienta-

tion is dominated exclusively by the philosophies,and valuation

of the Left is, 'inevitably, radically, unbalanced and hence de-

fective as an organism . So, beyond the justified claim of the

Rightists to a place in the sun ; there is the further consider-

ation that the social body as a whole, if it is to be normal and

sound] needs the consciou s and explicit contribution from the

Right
r

'The complete amputation of either the-,Right or ; the Left

i s a psychological impossibility . Men cannot -help-being what

they are in essential organization any/nore'than an . individual



is capable of complete amputation 'and destruction of an im-

portant psychological function . and still remain a human being .:

-But it is a well known fact iof analytic psychology that a given

function or attitude may bee largely repressed so that it func-

tions unconsciously instead of consciously .`'- .In this case, the-

repressed function operates in ways "that are often quite de-
14

structive . Psychological balance requires that all functions

shall receive a certain minimal conscious recognition . The

same principle-is true of the social body as, a Whole . If such

a social body is to be healthy,, then the interplay of the forces

of the. Right and the Left must be open and conscious in high

degree. If, in substantial degree , the motivation of either the

Right or the Left is forced into the, underworld of indirection,,

the resultant effect .is an unhealthy social body. Neither the

Right nor .the Left can be destroyed, but either can be largely

submerged in the underworld of the social unconscious . The

Russia of today and, in modified degree ., present,-day . Germany

and Italy ; illustrate-the effects of a radically submerged

Right .

Almost from the beginning the dominant orientation

of American policy has been directed to the Left . The fathers

of our nation did aim to achieve a balanced government and

strove to perpetuate the principle in the .form of the-

Consti-tution:. But the ingenuity of men has proven quite capable of"



nullifying constitutional' safeguards ` even 'without employing : the

method of explicit amendment ;Thus, though the- founders en

visaged a selection of the Chief Executive by the leading cit-

izene of the various states, and not by'the£peop'le as a :whole,

yet this consti utional safeguard wa quickly, nullified by the

device of pledging the Votes-of the members of the electoral

college .* F This constituted the first decisive step in the move-

*The offering of a pledged vote by members of the
electoral college is .really a violation of `the spii-It
of the Constitution and is thus, a violation . of the oath
to support the Constitution : It is the Constitutional'
duty of the elector to vote for' a Chief Executive ac-
cording to 'his sincere private judgment and not as a
member of a party .: Yet, it appears that Washington was
the only'` President ever 'elect ed ' in this way ., The' elector
was supposed to bd an outstanding and superior representa-
tive of his community who',.Was asked to employ his genuine
judgment in the selection of the President . If this
course had not. been nullified, then the Rightist sentiment
would have played an, open part in our government , as in-
tended, .instead of being forced to employ the methods of
indirection . Even Thomas Jefferson , who is so'commonly
regarded as an-,outstanding representative of Leftist sen-
timent , would actually appear as a Rightist in the present
setting , as revealed in the following, quotation from a
letter of his t o John Adams,: ":I agree with you that there
is a natural aristocracy among men . The grounds of this
are virtue and talents . The natural aristocracy I regard
as the most precious gift , of nature for the in.struct,ion,
the trusts and the governments . of society. May we not
even say that that form of government is best which pro -
video most effectually for a pure selection of these
aristoi into the offices of government ." It is clear

ntha=effer.son did not really believe that men were natur-
ally equal in the sense of ability and character , whatever
.the Declaration of Independence may have said about men. .,,
being created .equal . The modern - glorification of the
t'average" man receives little encouragement from Jefferson .
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ment toward the Left . But today `it is possible to list a number

of deviations from the original purpose of the founders, and,

in every vase,, the . effect has' been Jan incre'a'se ,of, the open and

explicit power of the Left ., On the whole, -. the extensions of

the "right of suff r^age'have: worked to increase the influence of

the Left . In particular, the change in the method of selection

of the United States senators from appointment by the state

legislatures to the :basis of popular election has distinctly

increased Leftist influence . The delegation. of legislative

powers-to executive commissions,, quite contrary to any strict .

construction" of the First Section of the First Article of the

Constitution, -has today ,'enormou sly augmented the power of the

Left,,.- particularly rly in the case of the Labor Relations Board.-

Finally,, daninatim of the personnel of the Supreme Court by

men oriented to Leftist political end. social philosophies and

the attitude of loose construction leaves us with no security

.with respect to Rightist guarantees in the body of the . Consti-

tution .

To be sure, the, influence of the Right has existed

within American society in the broad sense . Private industrial

government has been dominantly Rightist . Likewise ;, the pre=

*This may not be the case so far : as the extension of
suffrage to women is concerned . f-do not know whether
vromen as a .group lean more to . the Left or Right . But
the removal of racial barriers ' to the right of, suffrage
has-distinctly favored the .'Left . . •n the .last election
the New Deal was more strongly supported by the 'colored
and so- called foreign-groups t vote than it . was by the
basic `Teutonic stock .



dominant influence .of the colleges,, the press;, and the church'

has, on. the whole, orientedd itself'-to -the Right . But insofar' .

as the Right has had influence upon the Government it has had

to .operate through indirect means since it has experienced a

progressive loss of direct recognition . At . times the busi-
t

ness community has been able to dominate candidates- for office

through., various indirect-devices effecting control of political

party organi zat icm.s .. But all thi s does not change the fact

that in'our formal government there is no provision whereby

Rightist sentiment is guaranteed representation .. Consequently,

as a sheer necessity of the natural will-to-survive the Right

had to employ indirect and more or, less - subterrsInian methods

to maintain itself in the face of a political entity which con-

stant'ly'threatened to -become the 'enemy . The 'effect of :sub-

terrainian methods always is the production of a dark coloring . .

Thus , most unfortunatel y for all, the, Right has come to appear

in the eyes of . .many . as the expression of evil and .selfish moti--

vats on moving in devious ways to-undermine-the noble- appearing

idealism of the Left : The picture is a false one .- The positive

values of the Right are great indeed, though ' rarely appreciated,,

while the seemingly noble idealism of Leftist advo ca t es all too

often, surrounds a -rotten core of massive human cupidity,

Within recent years the power of political government,,

relative to the power of business and other, non-political social

institutions, has grown enormously . SQ that today the indirect .



lines whereby heretofore the Right has been enabled,to exerti

real influence have boen largely, nullified . Business `and other

social- institutions now exist mainly 'through the sufferance of

the . government administration viithout any 'assurance of effective

Right most certainly possesses the prerogative of affirming its

self, upon grounds that are super-political, .

.'Within recent days much stress has been laid upon-the,

protection of constitutional limitation , .` Once business and the.

individual, citizen could feel secure• behind the championship of

the constitutional lawyer-., , but, novr.- security_of an Uncertain

kind must be sought mor.e and '-more 'by the, nethods• which belong

primarily to the courtier . -The Right is forced to choose between

becoming a beggar at the political shrine or to exist as an out-

cast . ' This is, a destiny wholly unworthy . .of, .the Right, -vwhich ;; in

its full meaning., represents dignities of the highest order,;. and
- R

it should never be accepted :. If the. Left -has a right to revolt .,

which has now received political and legal recognition, the

t

V

duty of all Americans to unite in an unified-body and to forget

the differences of the late presidential campaign ., The assume-

.-Lion is that a common .enemy threatens us from outside our borders

Perhaps this . is so and perhaps not , so far as our existence as,

a national !entity is concerned : If, indeed, our national ex-

istence is threatened, it is less -a duty, than a necessity of the

will-to-survive that- we should defend ourselves . Suti in the



end, the continuation of nations .' entitles, is less vital in

the Jives of men than the, preservation or attainment of ways* of

life that liberate or load to satisfying realilzation ., Frustra'

tion and bondage are_ the great evils, and it matters little

tishat the frustrating and binding power .may be .. Certainly .

Germany is less to be feared than the' Nazi. way'-of-life., yet in

many ways • the trend . of the New Deal 'runs parallel to the latter'..

The opposition between 'German Nat tc l Socialism and traditional

Americanism is indeed radical,,` but Ne Deal collect vi .em affords.

..a much less radical contrast . Methodological differences still

are great, .but there is a clear ideological convergence . indeed,

disregarding differences . .of method • whict are largely a matter

of racial temperament anyway., it is entirely . possible that the

gulf between traditional Americanism and' the ideology of' the .

New 'Deal is greater than the differences between the latter and

German National Socialism,,-for both of these have a collectivistic

orientation and give to polit ical power,overwhelming predominance ..

To the genuine Rightist either appears as the enemy which would

either choke out. his :existence or reduce him to the status of

slave, The right to life of , any human' type, 'that is what it is

because of Nature , transcends the duties to States ; which are, .

after all,,t merely conventional • devices . created by men. A call

to unity on the basis of the Left carries no obligation that

the . Rightist` is by moral duty bound to respect . Only-from the
Y

Center can a demand be made that imposes equal moral, obligation



upon the Right and Left . The capture of the Government by the

Left - which Government is supposed to stand- in .neutral relation

` implies the forfeiture° by--to the soc3,al attitudes - inevitably

the latter 'of any mor .al_ claim upon, the, loyalty of the Right .

if the Right, is to 'make sacri.f ices .. and- fight,; ..It may quite

correctly insist that it should have something-which it values

to sacrifice and fight for . For a real Rightist, death is prefer- .

able to a slavish relation to the Left,, since this implies dom-

ination of . quality • by quantity, which iss sheer moral and spiritual

prostitution .

rBefore America may rightly- claim the role of 'arbiter

of justice throughout the world, it must resolve the problem

of true social justice within. its ovmn entity . Save at the very

beginning,, always the body has had more political recognition

here than the head. Just as there are more cells in the,body

than in the head of the physical organism,'s ever has mass-man

possessed, by far, the greater vote and therefore the greater

political recognition .; Mass-man has never .been politically the

'If orgott:en man" ; else the formulae dedicated to Itthe people"

would not. have supplied the necessaryshibbsleths for successful

candidates . For "the people" clearly does not mean all, but-

simply quantity as opposed to, quality- .. I ow otherwise- would

such a phrase as "the people" define an issue between human,

beings?' Politically, with us the Rightist is the "forgotten

mane ; however much his superior-,skill-may have served to 'nullify

-10-



political power 'through ,extra=,polnt ical 'means .. If there is,

justice in the claim, on the p:rt.''o£ organized labor for'co

ordinate right in the .determination of - industrial policy,, then
.

surely the managerial and professional classes may clam with

equal justice corresponding direct , recognition in the political

field .- .With the exception .. of the legal ,profession the latter

have no political representation, ., &", democracy would afford -

a political representation that is proportional to functions

rather than proportional to -number :;

If it is not yet-'completely- eclipsed, as it is-'in,

Russia , -yet-everywhere throughout the Occidental world the 'Right
c

is in the state of retreat . This development in .America is •but. .

a part of ;a general tendency manifest throughout the whole range

of the Western cultural milieu . It is as though the Vuheel of

Destiny had rolled,to that point wherein . the ordinary man has

.risen or is• rising to the top' with the complemental implication :

of submergence of the incarnations of superior quality . With

one notable exception,, the Right . Is losing. power `on all fronts .

With a compelling dynamism the . Left. has risen in organized and'

self-conscious power, implementing its will through political .

totalitarianism. Before, this r1se .l . the ]Right_, standing en-

trenched behind Its Maginot line of traditional rights, has been

fighting a losing battle '. The position° is a weak one, as has

been so well illustrated "'in' the recent Battle of Flanders* .

-11-



Dynamic power is great'er'' than , 'the defensive ., potency sof entrenched

pos ition,, Thus the Right, conceived simply as aa stable conser

vatism , iss already defeated , and only "mopping-up''-operations,

- remain .. T •; the Right , as merely the conservative group, .

cannot avoid ' the calamity ' of .the "rolling - under" , Entrenchment,

is impotent before fanatical 'and organized dynaminism- .

But the total meaning ~of the Right is not embraced in

the concept of conservatism,, as is so commonly assumed. Far

more fundamentally the. Right is the true creative source of

new values, is indeed the root-source of all positive values,

it . was .the' Rightist' Hegel, who gave birth to' a new form. of~

thought, • vihile tbo Leftist Karl Marx perverted this form into

a -sinister materialism , Indeed, a careful analysis of the

total manifestation . of the Right and Left reveals a conservative

and ,dynamic aspect .present in each wing'.' The, emphasis upon the

maintaining of seniority prerogatives on the, part of organized-

labor reflects a conservative motivation as truly as the con-

servative attitude' toward capital-property by the employing group .

The conservatism is simply differently oriented in the two cases .

On .the , other kind, the creative daring of a Rockefeller, a Ford ;

or - a Jim Hill- Is no whtt less dynamic than the radical 'action

of tlae • extreme Left,.- The ultra-conservative banker or adminis

t.rator of trust funds by-no means affords a comprehensive symbol

of the Rightist attitude«• The creative spirit of youth abides

in. the Right no less . truly than in the Left , nor is the latter

x-7.2-



any less -lacking in an orientation to the. b.-standpoints normal

to old, age . The old-age pension movements afford abundant

manifestation of this fact Something a, good deal deeper than

the, opposition between, conservatism and dynamism defines the

division between Right and Left . .

The Right. is radical as Well as conserrvative When

it becomes old in any cultural life-cycle it is'-quite natural

that it should manifest mostly under the conservative coloring . . .

At such,t2mese,: if the Left is moving within its dynamic pb,aae;

the Right is natura.l].y forced into the-position, of retreat to_

d ward death* : And thus the lines are "drawn within the Western

World today ;. Oriented to the past too greatly, the Right is

.weakk against Leftist power drawn from the future'.. It, can meet

the latter with greater power only by drawing upon the resources

of a still vaster future.:.. The Right must seek rebirth by the

dynamic affirmation of power having a new orientation ,, Lying

closer to the fountain .-source., of .Wisdom thann the Left i, . the Right

is the best fitted ultimately to wield the larger balance of

power .., But it can realize its possibilities-only, by standing

on the base of radical affirmation .

The . "Vertical, Thought Movement" is the Crusade of the

Radical Right . It is the Right" .acknowledging itself and become .

proud of its spiritual dignity boviing before nothing within

the visible world.

--l



I Definition of the . Right and L

Thus far I have employed the concepts of the Right"

and the` "Loft" without' supplying. a''definition of meaning .,, The

terns are familiar within politi cal and '- social thought and :

doubtless convey" some, meaning to the-mind of the-reader.-Most

commonly and most simply these words have been used with the

connotation of "Conservative" and, "Liberal", respectively, But

it must have been clear from the . context 'of the first n

that I had in mind considerably wider definitions, As a matter

of fact,- I' have found,, the popular, .. conception far. too narrow to

reveal the real signif icance of the 'contrast between ' the Right .
4

and the Left .-' As the result of extended analysis I discoveredd

that the view which regards the Right as merely conservative,,

reactionary, or narrow simply reflects the prejudice of the

Leftist who is overly confident of his own eternal ' superiority .

This view no self-conscious Rightist would accept as possessing

more than a very limited val idity .< It is as false and as true

gas the judgment of the Rightist who sees in the Liberal. Leftist

merely the manifestation of loose 'inr iellect.ual and moral habits :.

There is indeed an aspect, of Liberalism• that is merely loose=

ness, just as there is an aspect of Rightism .that is merely

narrowness . So-there is some truth in both- statements ; but it

is the least significant part of the total moaning . .



Historically the terms appear first in the politics

continental Europe vhere it7 ..was; 'customary,-to, pl&e.o the c:on-

servativ.e party,to, the right ' o-f °the, president's in legislative

assemblies, -while the liberal or_democratic parties were' seated

upon, the left, side of the h ouse . x At, first 'glance this would

seem t o be an arbitrary arrangement, . ' But3 just precisely that

which seems arbitrary or instinctive _is of ten a -most - signifi-

cant key to psychological significance .— The;, question . arises ;

just why was the . arrangement made that way instead of _ in the

reverse pattern?

The right side is traditionally the place of greatest

honor. The-right is on the side which .points to the East when

the body faces North . But the East is traditionally and, sym-

bolically the source, of Wisdom, the place where the sun risea. .

Als o, the right . hand is the, dextrous hand both in • the current'

sense of the word and 'in the original Latin 'meaning,, ; In coy :;

trast, the left . is sinister and, ill-omened. At once, - one de

rives .the implication that those who sat to the right of the

president were. the wisest and most skillful while the Left

carried with its liberality something that, was sinister . Histor=

really this was unquestionably true to the facts . Thus the

nobility, which was typically wiser in government and more,skill-

ful in .manipulation, ,fitted very ,well the meaning of the "Right'" .-

l'he Left had, or represented, the ,weight of numbers ., which, . when

undirected by wisdom, always carries a sinister threat,



The study of`' the root moaning, of words, -together-with,

their' .historical . development-,, suppli es most valuable psycholog-

ical keys:. In fact .,x, in this way much of the unconscious psy-

chology-of mankind.. is brought to the surface In a way that is,

very illuminating # In this connection I shall quote a aelec-

tican.• from a chapter on "The 'Significance of Liberalism" 'that

forms part of a volume 'L plan `t o publish in the near 'future : . .
i

"Etymologically; we find that .'right' is derived

from or related t o the following: The-Latin, ' recto s t ;

meaning 'right' and f direct f ; the ,lend, ':rashta'° ;, mean-

ing 'straight',, 'right+ ;t and .'just' .;- and the Sanskrit.,

!ri3', .moaning 'stretch's,. and 'raja meaning .'rule' -

From all this wee derive, a' multitude of specific conno-

tationas, of which ' the side of the body pointing ,east :.

ward when an 'individual is facing north' is only one .. .

Thus, 'right' carried the connotation of ''straight',,

in the sense of the 'right line' ; of conformity with

the moral law or being in accordance with truth,, justice . .

duty; and the will of God ; of righteousness, of true,,

actual .'. real ; genuine, precise ;. exact, correct] etc .. .

It also . incorporates the notion of conformity with

authoritative standard .. From this it is easy to .see

how the idea of tsoundnessT ,, as opposed to wishful think-

ing,,. should play a part in Rightist thinking ., Actually,

scientific thinking belongs, to -the-hight . psychologically

=l6=



and, within the field of science, mathematics stands

on the extreme Right, while biology,,,, sociology,, and

much y of psychology is, 'relat'ively, more to, the Left .

Roughly, Leftist thinking . is anti-logical and pro

teleological,, though thin; is a question of emphasis

rather than an absolutee distinction .

"The word 't left ' carries the primary meaning of

'weak',. C'learlyi, it is that which is 'left-overt, the

central sourcee ofs`povver being vested,,inn the 'right".

Thus, the 'Left' is closely related to the notion of

revol,, .of:wilful affirmation without authority : . The

ground. of the 'Left l. is not-'the' authority of rightness ;

but of `'desire ', conceived as essentially justified in .

its. own nature
. Renee, -desire-philosophies;

. like

Pragmatism, are typically Leftist , philosophies ;̀ like-

wise, so are all philosophies grounded in- the notion

of tlifet, in the restricted sense of 'will-to-liver .

For this reason biologically rooted philosophies tendd

to be Leftist .,"

Further, light is thrown upon the, essential different .ia

of the Right and Left by an examination of the words "liberal"

and "liberalism"'. since it is an extensive practice to, identify

Liberalism with Left ist thought*? However, we shall find that

these words supply two directions of implication and attitude

that diverge as radically as do the Right, and Left' in polities .



Thus the meaning of "liberalism" as it was understood b

'Herbert Spencer, defines, 3n' l igi `degree ; just . precisely the

ground on which the Right today stands ' opposed to, the dew

Deal, which in turn is `c one eiv,ed by its proponents as liberal

The following quotation from Herbert Speneer .can be found in

the Century Dictionary under the' second meaning of the word

"liberal": ,

"The function of Liberalism in the past was

that of putting. a limit on 'the poWOrs of kin gs . 'The

function of true Liberalism in the future ,will . be

that of putting a limit ,to the powers of Parliaments ."

Part of the effect of strict construction of the

Constitution is just precisely the placing of limits upon the

powers of the la.gislative bodies .. Loose construction. reduces'

those limits, as the late Justice Holmes affirmed More than

once. In fact, Justice Homes has explicitly affirmed the view,

that the Constitution. did not give legislative authority to

Herber Spencer's "Social Stat'ics" ., Yet Holmes has been almost

universally acclaimed as the great apostle of . judicial liberal-

ism . - Here five see two competent thinkers radically opposed in

viewpoint and . yet each speaks in the 'name of Liberalism) Now

the New Dealers" clearly conceive of Liberalism in much the sense'

of Holmes, .and 'New Deaf appointments to the Supreme Court have

resulted . 'in the overwhelming domination of that Court by the

,theory of loose construction . The result is the relative re-,

,,k-18r



raoval, of limits upra: the powers of the legislative: branch of

governm€ it . Accordingly,, in the, Spencerian sense the Now Deal

would appear .a;s ;anti -lib oral . :

If we proceed to an etymological study of the word

'liberal", an astonishing light is thrown upon- the above dt-
f

vergonce of meaning .. "Liberal"- has',a dual root source . . On,

one- side -it is derived from 'the . Latin,: "llber"', moaning "free"

on the other from the'- Latin "libet", meaning, . "it-pleases'" , and

. In rthe Sanskrit 1'lubh".,*,meaning- ~' T.desirea' the second sense

"liberal" is akin to "lib dinous" which is also derived from

"l ibet" and thus * likeivi s e 'is related t o the word "libido", a

term that has come to have a funddmen_ tat: value in modern

analytic psychology. In the sense of 4"liter", ",liberal" very

readily becomes the philosophy of " aissez faire" which seeks

to, restrict the functiais of government to the maximum possible,,

meanwhile 'affording' the individual man, the ,widest possible range

of self-determinism.- . `"iugg,ed individualise" is "Liberalism" in

this sense . But, . 3n contrast , "Liberalism" . in the sense of

"libet" by no means necessarily implies freedom from government .

With many temperaeamt s the, responsibility of the freedom Of

self-determinism is by no means att-ractive ., and with these types

regimentat ion by the political . or other collective entity is

quite compatible with desire and .-pleasure .. To be taken -care of

pleases many.

When we' approach this subject from the psychological.

side we find that the dominating love 'o .f ~freedcea is 'mainly a .



characteristic of the thinking type; while the feeling type

0

,
so largely fulfills itsolf through _ relatedness . that regiment

i

ing laws are only little or not at ' all' painful : If the primary

orientation, of the individual is t•o feeling and desire, t he '

system of valuation • is radically different ' from that of -those

who ground themselves upon thought-judgment,' It makes ,a world

of difference whether feeling leads and t hought is vi:ered,as

merely instrumental,,. or, par contra ; °thougbt- leads while feel-

ing is left to adjust itself as best it cane

lit last we are in :-a, posit ; on 'to give the distinction

between Right and Left; some: precision of meaning The Rightist

is --one vho correlates himself more to "correctness's than to

"vrishfulness" .; while the Leftist reverses this valuation ... This

does not mean that the Rightist lacks all desire nor that the

Leftist scorns truth . It is simply a question of emphasis, a

matter of more or less, At the extreme Right We have the roligio-

philosophical. system of Buddha vihich preaches the mastery .of

desire and the destruction of tanha -or the "will--to-live", while

at the utmost Left we have the Dionysian abandonment in unre"

strained libidinousness . Somewhere between these limits the

majority of men .abide, though unquestionably •inost men stand

much closer to Dionysius than • to Buddha .. -And thus it is that

the unrestricted rule of the majority has a marked tendency

toward the -Dionysian pole ..'i!
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(Footnote) Frederick Nietzsche frankly repudiated the Rightist
Christian morality and turned Dionysian, and was proud
of it,., nut Niet zsche, through Spengler, appears as the
prophet of the Nazis . This very .clearly reveals the
Leftist orientation of German, National Socialism. It
is a great mistake to regard the, modern German govern-
merit as Rightist in the absolute sense . It is to the
Left of the Center, `but more to the Right than Communism ..
It is only in contrast to= the latter-that the Nazis'
appear as relatively to the night .-," Vihen Hitler decided
to cooperate with the .leadership •of the . German- -army he
simply effected an :expedient compromise which somewhat
modified his more extreme Leftist position . As 'a result,
German military intelligence was, not crushed in the sense
that most other German . intelligence -suffered . This made
the brilliant German staff ach.ie"vements possible, while
in Russia the thorough-going "distrust of intelligence
brought its normal fruit in the miserable staff-work of
the Finnish campaign . The extreme Leftist fears and

So far we have identified the Right with .the primary

valuation of "correctness" and . the Left with the accentuation

of "wishfulness", This Is only a part of the total picture .

If we return again to the cord "'liberal"' we find that it has

pates a tree ant ailed _' ,

developed quite an extensive range of meaning out of it's root

sources, Thus 'we find' "liberal" .in part defined as "of wide

or ample range or extent", "not. narrowly limited or restricted",;

"expanded",, "free in views or opinions ", "not narrow, bigoted,

or in.t-olerant"*, "generously inclined", "munificent" ,. "magnan-

imous", "unrestrained", "unchecked" "licentious' This gives

us a picture of something broad and expansive .. , Vie may- thus

say that in the best 'sense a liberal consciousness is one that.

is oriented to expansive breadth-and. tolerance-.;. These attic

tudes are unquestionably virtuous and the typical Rightist

would not hesitate to concede this, For the latter, broad-
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mindedness ., tolerance, and generosity become . vicious only.

hen they lead to a sacrifice of correctness ; truth, and purity .

So long *as correctness, truth,. and purity are not sacrificd, ' he

may well say . .that. the 'more broad-mindedness , tolerance , and gen-

erosity there is,, the better it is for a11 . men . But, the primary,

..value goes with correctness, truth, and- purity, However, the

genuine Leftist Is so strongly oriented to expansiveness and

breadth that in a situation,-' in`''which-he, was Forced to choose .

he would in greater 'or less' degree sacrifice the correctness,

the truth , and the '-purity.
i

,In the msaning" °unfolded:'in the last paragraph we are

arriving at the very heart of, the signif icance of Liberalism,

with respect to~ viich the corresponding political orientation

stands in derivative relationship. At ,,his bests the Leftist

is broad and .tolerant,; though .n other aspects as the conser-

vator of the natural 'safe-attitude's ; as _oppossd to cognitive ,

otherworldliness,: he may be anything but broad and tolerant ..
There is a sense In rhich the Leftist understands and values

freedom., and, as well, another sen-se in which the Rightist may

give "free dcxn the very highest value, . But these two valua-

tions clash head on . Freedom in one dimension implies restric

tiori iri . another, and so vhen* two men of opposite types meet .

they may very easily oppose the policies of each other,. and

.Yet' in each, case do so in the name, of freedom! . For this reason



the concept freedom.'' , a2 an abstraction, does, not serve.,

to differentiate between, the primary attitudes of the Loft

and the Right .. . The freedom t ,Q think , an idea through to. Its,

ultimate logical . -cons .equ=once and then to insist that life-

ft st conform strikes with. a fearful force at the Very thing .

the . Leftist values! most .On his part he ~values, .the freedom

to follow the . desires which spring spontaneously out of the

heart. 'of concrete` life ., regardless of the, implied violence to

rational truth . Clearly,,* . the Rightist . is the snore ascetic of

the, two. .

Breadth-and tolerance very readily suggest t o us the '

figure of expansion-in a horizontal piano . The. Leftist is

oriented primarily to lateral or .horizontal relationship. He

tends to encompass w dely and, extensively . His . ieynote- tends

to be extentivity,, a wide spreading of himself,' and thus tie

can vary readily correlate his standpoint wit h the attitude of

extroversic Typically,, he has the stronger-feeling for thee

object, thereby depreciating -the world of ideas'. From this

follows the strong accentuation of social morality .; Often it

appears that his social orientation is so strong that .for him

the being anti-social assumes the-character of greatest evil,,

But for the Rightist, integrity is. a far superior good4. Thus

for the latter:,-he-who-lives by a code of Unshakable ant egrity

is among the best, of mane : whether he is socially minded or not . .
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The' man whose word is . as. good as his bond is preeminently the

good man the one possessed of character and, worthy, of trust . .,

This is an integrity it dealings with other' men, b'ut even more . "

than. that ., it _ is an integrity i.n thought ,_ Naturally, 'the banker

in peculiar degree values the, character ,of men . In this sense,, .

but no less insistently does the scientist: value men in the

same manner .. From. the scientist's point of view, what worse

criminal is there than the intellectual cheat? A Dr, : Cook who
n(. c

fraudulently ` claimed 'the: honor of `scientific achievements st4nds

on a lower moral level than the gangster ; the kidnaper,; and

the exploiter, Indeed; if there were no men who had such a

code, the developmennt, of scieritific kiowledga' would have been

impos sible

Now, there . is something t narrow and even ascetic about ;

xi tegrity,: The man of integrity ,inevitably hates the lie and

the careless attitude toward contradiction .. The Machiavellian

r' morality of the polit-ct ;an appea-rs`,t -him as composed of the

worst scourings from the depths of h'el1 .: 'Of all this the man

of integrity, iO most intolerant, : and so there is a sense in,
a

which vie may ball him narrow .. ,But none the less, there is a

'dimension in which his life does develop, . though not. -in the

sense of wide inclusiveness and expansion ..; To find wherein he

is- something more, than merely narrows must look fort' another

dimension,..
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If Awe turn in the dictionary, to the Greek combining

form "ortho" we will find the key to , the dimension .' on which the

Rightist' develops,, "Ortho" means " .straight",,.` "upright" ; "correct", :

et'c, A .number . of English words employ this combining form,, and

as-one. reads through their deft h t:Ions -he receives a, general:

picture of something that is correct and upright and is, in .

-.general,. as it should be,,'` To°' a certain group of temperaments

all this defines Just that ,hick is valuable . . - ' tepreeentatives.

of, this group may acknowledge that there As something good -about

being broad and inclusive,.e but note, a good sufficiently- great,

to . .,justify any deviation `from uprightness,, _correctness, or,r the

general view that it is best that men,, things, ideas, and attI

tudes should be simply •what : theyr should be . Here-we have the

primary orientation t,o an inner imperative of essentially un"°

;conditional character. Among'., thinkers this spirit. is manifested

asst conspicuously by pure mathematicians . . ,

Returning to. the- spacial f igure, it is now clear that

the line of development, of the Rightist is in the vertical

dimens ion He reaches t o 'he ight a and depths but has,, in gen-'

eral,, little horizontal- spread .. He is profound rather than.

liberal, or broad . His thought and, aspiration . . moves verti.cally,,

to the eternal truths and God,, or to the unseen depths .,

Just as the Leftist attitude parallels : extroversion,

-so likewise in the Rightist we ,see much that is' analagous to
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the introvert :; This correlation is very signif1cant .

At last there emerges for us as partial definition

of the divergent,. -yet int er-dependent, Right 'and Left . The

definition is only partial as the total meaning of this opposi-

t.ion will grow to the very end of this essay. But ; at ,least,,

we are afforded a starting point for the orientation of our

understanding,- The Right and the Left. represent inherent. . and

natural attitudes, both of vihich are developed more or less . In

every individual But with many individuals the one .attitude

or the other' holds the posit Ion of', decisive dominance : -In that

cas e, the counter attitude is more or.` .'le s-e repressed. or de-

preciated,, As 'a natural consequence,; -human beings can, "be

classed into groups,, and :3n- the political .anal sociological

sense this, grouping ' cari be idb t ..fie'd* with- the traditional

terms " 'Right'" and "Left" . However, there still remain many

individuals in whom the . . deveiopmentt of attitude is by no means

decisive . . These naturally-belong in the political Center, with

a tendency to swing more one way_ or the ., Other at different

times and in different s tuationa . - exceptt in rare eases, those

in the Center do -not manifest the most comprehensive develop-

ment of consciousness both in breadth and depth, ., but rather

are in ' an amorphous and relatively undeveloped state ;. Mostly,

those who are more otxisc16us than the majority-definitely and .,

knowingly 'align themselves either with the . Right or the Left . .

The basis of deviation and al ig-ment proceeds according to .'the



lines of . emphasis ' out lin ed b-elowr .

In this scheme the Rightist group is placed on one,*

side,' the Leftist_-an the other, ;, while,the column of, vwQrds be-

loww 'each. gives , the' quality, ,.attitude, or orientation of each

in contrast, to the other .

The-Rightist
orient e . . o ..._

. . _ .

Correctness

Profundism

Depth

Vertial component

Introversion '

Int egrity

Purity

Liberalism

Breadth

x

Horizontal component

Extraversi on

Social mindedness

Tolerance

This scheme, is;by no means a- true picture of how each

group' appears 'typically to the other:: The view of the other

type is commonly much less flatter .ng °. If we take these views,,,

the picture becomes disreputable ., I shall suggest these 'second.,.

ary pictures by correlating the corresponding view of the

opposite type with each of the,-seven words In each column .

Rightist view of the Leftist

Correctness

The Leftist seems,* .

Inaccurate and careless

Profundism Loose and shallow

Depth Superficial

Vertical component 'Without an orienting modulus

Introversion .. ' The helpless slave of things

Integrity Unreliable

The Leftist
oriented to

Wishfulness
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°: Purity Not very clean
(Disposed to combine
forces with political
bosses)

The Leftist view of the Rightist
w ∎ .

The Rightist seems ;

Wishfulness Selfishly occupied 'with
his beloved ego

Liberalism` Narrow minded and close-
fisted

Breadth' - - Unprogrel3slve

Ho'rizont.al component .. Restricted horizon

Extro ersion Timid in the face of experience

Social mind edneaa -AAnti-social

Tolerance

If the members of-each group were to tell the members
~y r,n. 4

of the other' what ea,ch,thought of~ the other,, it .would probably

be impossible to enforce the laws against dueling . Fortunately,;

we, have learned to be more or `less discreet .,

P'



II.T

The Psychological Orientation

The' id 'entif icati on of the complementary dualism of

Right and Left with the, psychological attitudes of intro

version and extroversion is hardly correct . More strictly

the .relationship is one- of. parallelity . This implies that

the logical and'psyehological pattern of the . . nt.rovert-

extr.overt relationship istransferred to the Right-heftp re-
• t

lationship withoutt implying identity of meaning' . -The final

determination of the extent , to which those who are naturally

.introverts would gravitate, to . the .,-pplitical and sociological .
:r x

Right , and extroverts to the Left , s~an empirical question . .

But that there should , be a generali tendency of this sort seems ,

unquestionable . The whole relationship here is. complicated

by,the fact that the pattern :of~the thought,- or the social

functioning of an individual, is, often not the true expression

or implication of his personal, psychology.

'The philosophical or-social';.theory which a given:

individual affirms may be'the result of theoretical or prag-

matic convincing rather than the"development''of spontaneous

conviction. In this case the theory contradicts the individ-

ual's t emperameht Among introverts this is a ' phenomenon.

that occurs quite frequently,; though : apparently it rarely

happens among ,extroverts . ]9ifferent factors contribute in the



producing of this result .. "For one thing , the introverted

types are generally less . articulate than their own extroverted

brothers . Further,, the extrovert is naturally much more ef-

fective in -the manipulation of objective situations, includingg

the "sellingtt of himself, his ideas, and valuations . Accord--,

ingly, the introvert is convinced in the face of an impressive

array of fact and argument`, which often stifles . a much less

clearly defined inner 'feeling . Very frequently he is forced

to feel that there is something wrong with his own nature that-

caused the spontaneous side of himself to rave and evabate in

an opposit e sen se-. This view is all .the more strengthened as

it corresponds with just what his :extrovert brother thinks .

The result may often be a false eitrovers.ion as the consequence

of overly intense effort at self-correction .. Within the ranks:

of the Leftist' intelligentsia there are ..undbubtedly many in-

stances of just' this type,, 'and because the,' false position neces-

sarily involves strong ' inner' oonf lice • they are particularly

liable to become fanatical extiremists . The inner battle becomes

projected'as the outer battle with- a~high likelihood of excess-

ive violence .

There are philosophie-s and social orientations which

are the noimal counterparts or projections of the extroverted

and introverted temperaments . . A given individual can truly give

himself only to the philosophy or social orientation which is
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normal t,o his temperament . If' he feels himself obligated to

espouse the,natural projection of 'the other .temperament, then,,

in effect,, he affects a chameleon-like adaptation to something

alien. 'The "t'ea't of the objective consciousness is not rein-

forced by a corresponding 4tyea« of the inner man ; who feels or

thinks quite differently, If the latter is so far repressed as

to have beocm.e unconscious ; various psychopathic effects. or

even physiological disturbances may result ., This unhealthy

individual state may become projected as a social psychosis .,

particularly if the individual occupies ~ an 'important place in

leadership . Thusit should be,elear that the harmonization of

temperament with objective orientation is much more than a ~ pro-

blem of individual psychology.' It is .f in a more ominous sense,

a social. problem of the " first. . importance . The Vertical Thought

Movement carries an''implicati on of -social therapy
11

Instances' of the dissonancebetween`"normal . temperament

and objective theory are 'particularly notable in the field of .

philosophy.- It. is hardly coneeivable•# that any well developed,

extroverted temperament should ever express itself as a phil-

osophy.' All- philosophy which is' more than something childish

implies _ an "advanced development .'of• 'intellectual abstraction .

The material the philosopher' works w,t i-,''inevitably, ideas

rather , than things or 'act.ual.x people ., The tendency to function

in this way, and the capacity t.o do so effectively, simply pre- .
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supposes the introverted attitude . . But in,the -case - of` an

extrovert philosophy the idea, is given a theoretical deprecia-

tion in, relation to objects that exist .for sensible experience .

In thi s case , the philosopher , as he * is, , belongs. to one . type,

while the philosophy ., which he thinks , belongs to the other,,

For example, the r©ri.entation . to the categories of life and^ to

wai shfulness, which _ is, so fundamental to the pragmatic school,

forces. us to class this,-thought with the Left -and doubtless most

of the philosophic writers in this group would identify them-

selves with the Left as well .. Yet ., generally..- if. not universally,

their individual `temperament, : would' be introverted - . . .In contrast,

the introverted thinker who constructed,a philosophy which was, .,a

normal projection of his', .ovn temperament wot~d belong to the

Right both by t eznperament -'and by thought .

The .foregoing considerations; `illustrate, why it is that

.the meaning of 'Right tt and :.'1 introvert 1`0 and of "Left", and "extro-

vert",-are not identical,. In a more obvious but `less significant :

manifestation we can carry the illustration . further . The man of-

,money is quite generally recognized as a Rightist . Yet an, in1-

dividual with the temperament- and` way of valuing which belongs

to the Left may, and often has, become rich. The "new rich" ;

in . oso far as that termm expresses a typical' behavior pattern ..

consist ' of . Lefti sts in the temperamental . sense who have become

rich. They . are essentially aliens to the moneytthought , by

rhi ch I mean a systemm of valuing, a moral code, and general`
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orientatiw to life and the employment of power which stands

in the relationship of abstraction with respect to concrete

muscular labor-.effort ; in much the same manner as the idea is-

abstract when cont .rastod to concrete experience . Yet, despite

the-fact that we have a considerab e' body of rich Leftist's,, : in

the . above sense,, yet the force of the interests and necessities

of their-her 'Position very largely constrain them t o vote and

work with. the political Right . These men .are . not Rightists in -

the profounder meaning of the word, but they merely have . a com-

munit y - of interest with the Right,

Though 'it is the, introvert .who is much more likely to ,

be untrue to himself than the' extrovert ;, -it would appear that

the force of circumstance is- very likely to constrain a genuine

Leftist to be Untrue to himself as well . An extrovert. Leftist,

who has become a Rightist through the . change of material circum-

stance does not therefore take,- on introverted habits of living ;'

thinking, and valuing. .. He may remain. perfectly true to himself

as an extrovert, though .becoming, untrue to himself as a natural

Leftist. do the other hand, the natural Rightist is typically

but little affected by material . circumstance ., In fact, relative

independence of objective circumstance is one of the more dis-

tinctive characteristics of the normal Rightist, His generally

superior and wiser command of money-power_ largely depends upon

his inward independence of money. As a type he finds it much
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easier t o renounce mars, ey andd all that ' it. , commands than is ever

true of the Leftist . The life of Buddha supplies the classical

example of 'this trait

From the foregoing it should, be clear `that the Crusade

of the Radical Right' is not a' Voice speaking . in the name , of the

rich because they are rich . Doubtless most rich men do belong

to the Right in the profounder sense, particularly those Who

unite with wealth a strong capacity for restraint , good taste,,

and willingness -to accept responsibility. But a prospector, forr

instance, does not become one of these simply by "striking it

rich" in his wanderings and delvings into the earth . Indeed,.

the prof'essi cn,al mind is much more fundamentally Rightist than

that. of the rich man, taken as a whole . Probably we shall find

that the most thorough-going Rightists have never been rich,

and would prefer not to have to bother with wealth in the sense

,of money or property.

The' apparently :most common ,view-~vhich the Leftist

holds with respect to .,-the, man of wealth is very far from flatter

ing, Ho is seen as the embodiment of a . purely selfish greed,,

It is not " reali zed that '.for the genuine Rightist man of wealth,'

money. is merely an 'instrument . which is necessary for a certain

kind of functioning . With the-,~right -'kind . of 'man` money is an

implementaticn .,of 'social statesmanship : On the other hand, a

Leftist, possessed 'of the ., . perspective . of a .statesman , would be

much more inclined to look, to v-otes, and the manipulation of
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votes ,by psychological . devices as his source of ,social power,,
X

With him. the: money-motivation . corresponds, to his more inferior

att .itude ;,,",,ffis ;view of the man of wealth is but a projection

of his own attitude . He sees in the , latter what-he himself

would be if he- sh ould suddenly; become - wealthy.:

4,lthough it- would not be correct, to identify the

tendency operating in the Left wing ., An-introvert, may produce

,introverted individual with the Right and . the extrovorted in

dividual with the Left, yet the social ;and political opposition

of Right and Left does reveal a pattern,that parallels, the

differentiatic n of, the psychological types .: fee may speak of

social functions, systems- of valuation ; and ways of proceedings

which are similar to the contrasting orienta .t ons of intro-

version and extroversion . One group of social funet.ions,. systems

of valuation ., and ways of-proceeding we call' the Right,$ and the

other . the Left . The individuals. who function in the Right may

have either an introverted or .extrovert.ed_individual psychology .

but the more thorough-going the ,Rightist attitude the greater

the . probability that a .given individual has an introverted in-

dividual psychology . ° The same correlat3 on wrou d` 'exist in the

Left, but in the complemental sense. An .. extrovert. might identify

himself with, the Right , by reason'- of a natural tendency to value

more the opposite of va.at he himself is .,. with the- complemental



'a Leftist . system of thought', but in' his private working in the

development' of hip" product he yvould behave like an' iu revert .

He would work as a solitary 'j.onopolist to produce a 'collectivist

system:- In contrast, the'e true extrovert -would develop his prop

duct; preferably through ' group- or' team;-effort'.'. The latter, if

'-directing his, effort toviard socializatioii, would be building

toward, a society which would favor the' functioning of his' own

type', while the introvert who is striving in the ' same 'direction

,is, tending to produce 'a ,s`ociety' unfavorable to his own type j of

functioning .. Ethical considerations night have "con.strain'ed him

to .folloti~w this course of action., but his' success implies, some

degree of 'crucifixion ' f,or himself and' those who are 'organized

like himself,,-.

"An %dividual who has boccme broadly conscious' of 'the

larger social good may ., quite 'Justifiably, renounce his, own

private preferences in the service of the greater social well",

being, He who' follows such a course> of action consciously has

acquired the .power to' think on -trio levels ;, . one of which is that

of his own natural personality, . while the -other is. that of a

social evaluer,or . judge ,* ;Here- the, divergence, between. the 'per-

sonal. psychology and the .social. or political ' attitude would

not be a case' of repudiation 'of one I s own type,: but rather a

manifestation of a superior s'ense' of responsibility,, a quality

'Which should form a fundamental. part , of the equipment of all

*Apparent ly Justice Holmes :: wa,s ;. -one who - exemplified
this capacity in exceptional degree ;
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Judges and statesmen .. The influence of such men may very well .

lie in the Right or Left with complete disregard of personal

attitudes or preferences

The Vertical Thought Movement is not merely a Voice

speaking in the name of the better good of the ntroverta' as

a class, or type, More fundamentally it is oriented to the

recognition that human society as a whole is in a state of un-

balance and it affirms that this unbalance can attain a rectifi=

cation only by a muchh fuller acceptance of the Rightist function

in. the political field than is now 'the case .. Much, 'if not most,

of our best statesmanlike ability remains unused in the 'politi-

cal, field because it naturally. belongs to the .Right and. is not,

popula' In fact,, the soundest thought is rarely popular,: Now

this -kind, of ability is . facing a serious restricting' of the &ee-

m dom essential to effective action in what'has been heretofore

its primary field of social power, i .e .,, the economic . The

result threatens to be a .masting of this type of ability at

the very time vihen we are in the gravest need of the best wis-

dam that vie have., tie : need the, services of the detached pro-

fessi oral mind, both in the dimensions of ideation and admi.ni s•-

tratican, and without its being bound to submerge considerations.

-dictated by wisdom and kaoiledge to the criterion of popularity*

It is the c .ity of the,-physicia'n' .to render his patient the

service, which medical knovwledge indicates rather than to follow
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the course of 'the latter's wishfulness . When the latterr pro-

cedure is fo llowwed, the art of . healing degenerates into the

mere administrati of temporary comfort through symptom rep
e

pression . In the larger political and ,social , fields the same

.problem exists with, this difference that here unsound_ prat ..

tice .has -far graver effect s .• .' .Yet, since in a popular .: democracy

on' .the whole only he. has the opportunity- to determine public

policy whoo moves within the limits of current popular approval,

there is a strong tendency to orient policy to -symptom " repres-•

$ion rather than to, genuine healing . The greater wisdomm lies

in the. ;light , Chile the great er popularity lies, . in the Left j

The. primary need of . the day °is. , wisdom.



IV

Relationship to the Zones of -Culture

The meaning of the °duality- of Right-and Left, as

defined in thi s essay, is not identical with either the

traditional nor the current vieww . The line of demarcation

as drawn hero leads to the inclusion of elements'' of both the

Left and Right ; in the older sense, within the limits of the

new Right, and likewise in the case of the new - Left ., * However.,

the new conception of the Right is more congruent with the

old Right than with the old Left .. The older view was too ex-

elusively political,. economi cal . and sociological in its

orientation .' While it is unquestionably true that economic

and hereditary status does influence political and sociological

attitudes., yet the view that these purely external determin:-

ants are of exclusive or even primary importance is merely a

reflection of the prejudice of the e .trayerted mind . Phr more

fundamental, . differentiating determinants are of a psychological

and' spiritual nature .: The state therein the conscious attitude

is mostly conditioned by external or'ob jective circumstances

is the effect of a predominantly extrgverted orientation . In,

contrast, the more introverted an individual. ,is the less is . .

the conscious attitude determined by objective factors ., and the

moree largely do, subjective determinants rule Thus it is quite



natural.'for change of status to effect a corresponding change

in politics in the case of an extroirert, and the extryerted

mind,, instinctively realizing this fact relative to- its own

nature, tends to generalize its standpoint as valid for all .

men. Thus, in a milieu. dominated by the psychology of the

extrgvert it is. Understandable that political division should
,e

be* explained mainly as due to circumstance . This view is false

from the standpoint -of either the introvert or the true Right

1st, The, view that would be strictly correct fram~ the latter,

perspective lays primary emphasis Upon philosophical ; religious,,

and ethical differences,,, since the more sub jective factors ap-

pear as most significant .e.

By the means of a psychological approach it is pos_o sible, to attain some degree of detachment from

. both attitudes.

and thus to reach a more- objective and impersonal definition

of these . However, this is possible only with the proviso that .

the psychological perspective is taken in the Center rather

than in either wing ..* psychology affords an external criterion

of judging in the sense that it is not concerned- with the in-

ward contents of states of canociousness 'nor of systems of val-

,uatiorn but,- with p omenological correlates of these states and

systems ..- One does not have to feel in the way of an extrazrert

to discover that an individual .with this 'psychology likes'

-For .this purpose the psychology .of Freud would not
do at all, as it iss extremely one-sided in it's extrdr
verted standpoint . .



company and makes friends easily, nor is it necessary to feel

in. the manner of an introvert to recognize the, fact that he

i s naturally retiring and 'likes solitude s Having isolated

these two types in a group of individuals by such a criterion,

it is, an. easy matter then. to determine a corresponding . contrast

in social and. .political attitudes. Thus, specifically, the

extrrerted, attitude tends to prefer collective bargaining both

from the standpoint of the employer and the employee, while the

introvert in both cases prefers, on the whole, individual bar-

gaining. Theoretically, one would expect this to be'the case,

.but the correctness of the correlation is easily verified

empirically .*

*The current legislation, which virtually renders col-
lective bargaining compulsory.y, is generally conceived
as expanding the freedom of action of labor,, while re-
stricting the freedom of-ownership and management, This, .
-however, is only a .superficial view .. 'More fundamentally
it Is ,,legislation favoring the extr"erted attitude and
is repressive and even crucifying, to the introverted
attitude. And. this "is, true regardless of whether the in- .
dividual is an employer or employee-. Even more than emu
ployera, the introverts, as a class are justified in view-
ing the present administration as the enemy . Legislation
that was, egiially just to- both psychological groups would
leave freedcm for individual determination both by em-
ployers and employee`s,, as Well as :-opening the door for
collective action .. Never was 'an administration in all
our hi story less neutral, than the - present, one : and there-
fore no President has ever,.had less "right. to claim that
lie . was the 'President f or ~ al.l Americans than is true in
the, case of the present Chief Executive. He .is-- a Presi-
den' of., bye and for . .,the extp yerts . and the, extrgverted
systems of valuationbut he . -is - the* active enemy' of the
introverts and their ''normal` ;sys.'tem, of valuation, This
is equally true regardless of -whether the individual is
rich or poor ; Employer or . employee;, In this , situation
many an American has the -best possible, ground for' feeling
bitter.



As already pointed out.' i•n. .the last section,, a know-

ledge of the psychology of a given individual is not sufficient

in itself to determine whether his conscious correlation is

with the, Right or Left ; as here defined,. 'It would, be true, .

simply on. the thole, that with a number of individuals the',

introverts would t end to gravit ate toward the Right and the

extroverts toward the Left, If, now, we take the correlation .

with present . party divisions, the parailelity of orientation,x
will be still le ss marked, though the Republi can, Whig .,, and

Federalist parties lie somewhat more to the Right, as here

defined, than does the Democratic or the old' Democratic--flepub«

iican partyo., . Each party -has a Wing that is commonly called

''Liberal" and ''these wings are in more psychological agreement.

than the y are with the opposite ivinge, even though of tho same

L

party .. The reasons why an individual chooses one or thO other
.

party are very complex . For, one thing,, heredity and tradition

Play-a. part; particularly tin the South , and Northeast . On the

othe hand, ` many professional pout icians with 'their- followers

are largely, lacking . in political convictions and principles

but_ are interested primarily in the personal perquisites of

position With us , a man of deep convict ion has ' no -party un-

less he belongs to the extreme . Left, . where .'the Socialist , Labor,

and Communi st parties lie, or feels zo `strongly on the matter

of drinking alcohol that he is able to identify himself with

r



s
the 'single issue , of Prohii?ition :. -The Rightist who is such by

principle,, . conviction, and psychological . orientation,, . bass no

party and he -can vote Republican- only on the ground that inn so

doing, he is less untrue to himself thanif he voted any other

way., The VertAcai Thought Movement. differs, from, the Republican

party in much the way the New Dealer group, in the sense that

the latter i:s a s elf-conscious social movement, differs from

the traditional Democratic party,, but,its divergence is ,in the

opposite` sense ;

In the history of American politics the,two principal

parti o s have , not differed very , radically . On. the whole:, the . :

`.inning of coo side or the other was like the winning of one

team or another in a game of football, It was merely a case

of the one group seeking v ia .t the other wished, and the issue

was decided at the poles . After elections,. good sportsmanship

was a manifestation., of good taste on the part of either winner'

or loser . This was possible so long as no really vial difr

ferences of conviotion and value were at stake . But now the

situation is changed , This situation is changed by reason of

the fact that the 'New Deal philosophy is a radical challenge

of traditional Americanism . 'New Deal legislation, carriesd policy

outside the spirit and letter of the Constitution and requires

for its judicial , support the radical development of loose con-

struction within the national judicial arm . . This is tantamount



to the destructionn of the neutral ground 'on which the major `

parties heretofore stood agreed-. A significant portion of the

citizenry finds 'it self an alien in the country in which it' was

born for generations, And it certainly can hardly be happy to .

find that' the strongest support . of the new-tendency comes, from

.groups that have, on the whole, more recent biological- and ideo-

logical rooting in Europe : We have today a marked deviation

from the traditional norbi in the-'Leftist direction ; and this

at one e implies an equal right and dut y of the relatively in-'

articulate Right to deviate likewise in the direction normal

to its own psychology and conviction f, The overwhelming" d .omi-

nance of radical loose construction in the . federal judiciary .

divorces constitutional, construction from . the sanctity which'

properly belongs to the Constitution in the strict sense :. For

loose .construction _.can easily'become nullification without

amendment

The Vertical Thought, Movement is not a' political"

party in_ : the sense of either the Republican orb Democratic

parties.. However', it has verr*definite political purposes,

just as has been always true of the Socialist party, But,, like

the latter its purposes are primarily" :educational. - The Social-

ist party is oriented-to a principle and a philosophy 'and

reflects an underlying, extrovert psychology . It does not seek

the winning of candidates. so much a s the : triumph 'of a prin-

ciple.. Hence,. it" is a crusade whi ch continues between as well,

as . during `campaigns . -The Vertical Thought Movement is' like--

wise ae' ontinuous crusade oriented t'o 'a . principle and con vie-
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z
tion' Which stands in count,e±puntal relation to the 'S`ocialist.

Movement:a : It seeks ever . the general social recognition. of

the principle for which it stands and leaves to other groups

the practical administration of compromise, :, while remaining

3.u its primary purpose uncompromising, .,

Like the Socialist party,, the Vertical . Thought Move-

merit Is not oriented to expediency or convenience ., Most funda-l

mentally it is a philosophical -' and religious attitude . - This

is also true of the Socialist party,: but not of the major .

part ies .; 'De spit e the' fact that the Socialist Movement hist ory:

ically sought to maintain a neutral religious posit.ion,, yet,,

inevitably it has a religious position which becomes quite

evident in its extreme manifestations for Communism quite.

frankly affirms godlessness .. This is -an understandable attitude-

for the man of -deep psychological understanding.. It is,, there-

fore, necessary for us nor to proceed to a discussion of the

Rightist ,religious, roots as these constitute the most funda-

mental grounds of differentiation .,

"i The religious orientation . of ,the Vertical Thought
"2 ov ement . . -

s

It i's strictly in accord with the Rightist orienta
4

tion to regard the zones of either religion or philosophy as

just precisely the most, important 'in the total range of human .

interest ., 'While there may be moderate Rightists for whom this

is not the case , yet on the whole for Rightists as a class
9



religicn and philosophy occupy the peak of all, cultures and . '

ctalture ~e s such ; is valued as an end-in-itself . rather than

as an: ornament of natural life,. This valuati on is the most

crucial and distinctive feature vhich differentiates the -Right

from the L©ft,' particularly the extreme Left . . The latter does'

give culture, and even religion .,,.' same recognition, but, it oc- . .

eupies the position of .super-structure; or even of mere orna- .•,,

'-mentations built upon the fouhdatiaa of natural or uncultured

life- forties .: The thorough-going Leftist 'gives primacy-either,

to economic' forces or to the '"blood"y; which may be interpreted

as "the '`Race" .: • ~ After • the basic problems of economics or of

the "blood" , are resolved, then culture may ,be added sirdply as

an enri.chnent 'of 'life,, . But the Rightist ; ass a. type, sees

foundation values ,in just; precisely the zones covered by re--

ligion and, phi.losophy,. From this base the problems, of economics,

sociology.,- and politics are approached : . as factors which are'/

incidental in an essential 'sense ., Stating 'the contrast in-an

admittedly overly-simplified Tom the Rightist approaches

the problem of man from the perspective of " religion while the
Y

Leftist approaches the same problem from an orientation to

economics .

The Vertical. Thought ,Movement affirms the primacy of

the religious or philosophical,att:itude, and approaches the

social, economic, and political problems as secondary . It, is .

M.fir 6Y: y



not essential that the . religious view of the individual should

take any . special, form ;,. but simply that the religious values

sho,.uld be priuary or should . share -primacy with philosophy .,

The treatment of the,,sociolog cal ., economic.,, and political

problems maybe ,quite energetic: and conscientious ,, but they

occupy, the secondary position ..,

An- Illustrat icy of the truth~_ 6f the above principle

is `afforded by reference to the geographic ' section of the

United States which has been most consistently Rightist -in.-

American history. - This%-section is New England, and. particularly

that 'porti ai of New England v iich has . its roots in the early

history of that section . More than in the case of every, other

section of the United~•Statesr the history of this geographic

region is associated ;with religion . The early settlers here

came to America.; not primarily because of an- economic or ad-

venturous :mot irati On, n, . °but, in order to' realize, religious free-,

dan,,* In the beginning ,., the- whole of life4 centered around the

religious cores; and this' . orientation has -leftt an impress which

has coast -inued,, though .n diminishing degree,, to the present day.,

.*It is interesting to note `that the religious- motif
also dominated in 'the early. history of California.. Butt
this belonged to. the cycle of Spanish predominance, and
it- had become largely submerged in the face of more
secular motivations before the American conquest .. Yeti
even today,, the main centers of- religious interest in
the United States. -are in New` Rngiand. ' and- in Southern
California .
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It is . -also significant that the earliest ' and .best, developmentt

of American. cultur e had its , dent er in New England*.

The Vertical Thought . Movement • does not identify, it.-

self 'with any specific : religious system' or doctrine . .Rather,:

it affirms .absolut:e religious freedom ; exc©pt in so far as . a

specific religious attitude may, imply denial of religious free- .

dcm But while it . affirms religious freedom' it does not do so

in the purely secular spirit which may have, a liberal . attitude

toward religion 'simply, because it does not take religi.on' seri-
ou,sly,. The freedom. 'is affirmed combined with 'the . very high*

est . valuatioi . of the religious dimension of ;eonsciousne,se as

such. .

The concept of religious freedom is capable of a . . two-

fold line of emphasis,. On oiie hand it may mean religious free-

d,an in the sense of . freedom of religious institutions, but on .

the other, it -may mean complete freedom for the development 'of

direct individual religious experience, . The Vertical Thought

Movement. affirms religious` freedom in both senseq 'With the'

restriction that there shall not be religious freedom to ; deny

religious freedom. It is axtinctly Rightist to lay the focus

of emphasis-upon. the freedom of direct individual religious

experience . To one . Mho has' not been something of a, special

student of .,this subject, it may seem that this differentiation
P-

is unimportant r but actually there are, important points of



conflict. between individual religious freedom and institu-

tional freedcei ...' . Religious institutions are born as the result

of the direct and individual religious ..experiences: of- religious

geniuses But . the ' instituti ona,,, :.n their, turn,,. . tend, t.o pro- .,

went the development of free religious experience , in the inw

dividual sense ., Nascent experiences are canalized in the !in,- . .

stitutional patterns., although the profoundest, religiosity

never can be canalized .. Now, while the thorough-going

Rightist 'may . realize that the canalizing is :necessary for- many,

and • perhaps -most, .' men,, yet he lays the center of emphasis upon

freedom-for direct and personal religious exper ience, : .

The focus of, emphasis upon • individual °religious

freedom has, implications that reach even . into the field of

politics . One instance is the problem of the conscientious

objector in rolati.on to military s .erv_i ee . American practice

in connection with, military conscription has recognized the

validity of conscientious obecti .on . But it was significant,

that in the -first World War the prime basis' for determining

the justice of the claim of conscientious objection was member

ship an a church which maintained a doctrine prohibiting kill-

ing,, military or otherwise . Actually, the existence .of such`

a doctrine,a.s part of the creed of, an individual's church is

no proof as to the state of the individual's conscience . -He

may have accepted -the doctrine as a result of teaching 'without .



ever having been an inner conviction,--5.n , which case con=

so.lontiou,s 'obJection is not truly conscientious The genuinely

.conscientious factor has to, be, determined entirely apart fran

the creeds of. institutions . The form of the law as it existed

,during -the first World' War centered the- emphasis upon freedom

ofd inatituti on - rather than, upon- real freedom of conscience,

though,, in - practice ,, some . concession -was made in the. latter

case,

Clearly," in the field of religion,, the focus of em-

phasis may be placed ;upon institution or upon direct individual

experience,. -r If the emphasis is placed upon the institution -with

a .-view to capturing 'the f or.oe- of direct experience for the bon"

- efit of the institution ; then we have an instance of Leftist

religious orientation ." But if the institution is conceived to

facilitate and "oth"erwise serve the development of direct" and

personal religious experience; then the orientation is Rightist,*

. *Pri-mit ive Buddhism was the most rigorously Rightist,
of all religious manifestation of which I have any
knowledge . Later, Buddhism developed an "tye , Doctrine"{t
which included quite elaborate techniques _that appealed
to the eye .and the other senses .' This was regarded as
-validd in the sense of employing any expedient moans
which would, help to carry, the 'individual consciousness
toward, the state of Enlightenment . But primitive Buddhism
was very rigorous ' and Was really fitted to the, needs of
only those who already wore near the state of 'Buddhahood .
The following quotation from "A Buddhist. Catechism",, by,
Subhadra Bhikshu, illustrates the most rigorously - Rightist
religious attitude conceivable, y
To the question - "Wherein does Buddhism essentially

differ from other religions? , - the' following answer is
givent



The institution can : be master or ,servant,$ and this makes a

world of difference. When" the institution becomes preeminently

dcninant, religion tends to degenerate into politics : while the

priests :become more and more Politicians*'-The Vertical Thought .

Movement views the Institution as the serQaht of the man,. and
t

not. the other way around .
r

For.present purposes, we are concerned -with religion

only' in its :most essential character. There are, wide' dive.r-

gencies of .belief and practice that do ziot concern us at ; all . .

"Buddhism teaches' the reign -'of perfect goodness and-
wisaan without a personal God, continuance of individu-
ality without an nnortal soul, etei,nal_ happiness with-
out . a local heaven ,

.
the way of salvatic' without aa

vicarious Saviour ,,. `redemption worked out 'by each one : "
himself without any prayers. , :sacrifices and penances
without the, ministry of ordained priests,.,, without: the!
int ercessiai of saints ;, without Divine :mercy. Finally,,
it teaches that supreme perfection is attainable-in this
life and on this earth ."

But while Buddhism affirms that this is all that is
necessary .Jn__ pr inci le,: it recognizes that more is' re-
quired practical be sufficient for all .`men.' a needs .
Thus- there is the moray and p° of the Buddhas as well
as the employment of all expedient means., ,

The above is an illustrat i'on ' of an extreme Rightist
attitude, but it is not- the only religious position `a
Rightist may assume So far as the writerr is concerned ;
in relation to this essay.,, he is not. promulgating any
specific religious doctrine, save that of religious
freedom, This is 'not because his own attitude 'is ag-
nostic - it, is anything but that - but because a generall
social "mov orient must have the widest possible religious
inclusivenees,,compatible with its primary purpose . Some-
how, - men who disagree must ' be able to unite .
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Xet the study of religion reveals certain. features that .are

.ineluctable, if an attitude is to bo c"lassed as religious at .

,all .. A religion may,. and generally does,, • include a positive

social attitude ., though there are instances of highly .religious .

men who. . were, distinctly anti-social and . there are positive

.social attitudes tilh ch are purely ethical without . a genuine

religious component, ; Also, religions, generally proclaim a

belief n a . Supreme Being .,, called' ,God,, :Allah, 'Brahmgl,or by .

some other,nane but this is not invariably the case, as is »

Instanced by Buddhism where the,, Supreme_ Element is a Principle and

not a Being at all . Further ; rsli 3oris generally develop more

,or less elaborate rituals, and sore students of the sub fact re-

gard the, ritualistic feature ,as the determinant -part of . re--

ligion, but again primitive Buddhism constitutes, an exception

t.o this If 'we look ' f urtYer ee do find ain element, or feature

that is, always preset in a religion or a religious attitude .

fudolph Ott.o suggested the word "numinosumt'' to represent . . this

irreducible common-denominator of .all religion. Dr . C . G., Jung'

has defined this as "a dynamic existence or ' effect-, not caused

b,y an arbitrary act of sill" .* The essential fact is that

.there is He ething or S ewhat , however conceived, . which 1i

so great and lofty that It erlbr'aces ,, comprehends , or over«- -

shadows the individual man: so that • the .latter relates himself

. t o it as That which. is in alll ways superior to .himself. I

*PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION, p .4, Yale University Press., 1938 .



prefer to call this in abstract ' terms:,': the. Trans'cendental'

Rodulus~ trh3ch may ate conceived as .a Divine Being or as a Divine

or Transcendental Prinoipl© .: Vhether .it . . ls ' correct to view

this Transcendental Modulus as, a Being or . as a Principle,, or,,, '

possibly;, in some. sense as both, 'does not concern us here, We

affirm for all men the . right to' t ake',,the view 'which seems to
them to be true .: Our concern l is . with' the _',g,ene ral attitude to..--

ward the Transcendental 33odulus ; whatever Its ultimate nature

may be :. The relati a1 ship of man, to the Transcendental Modulus

stands in contrast to his relationship to the mundane world,

including the, social -world .,, Normally a man has conscious re

lations in both senses, but one'or the other 'may have the

primary position, The Rightist attitude gives primary orienta-

tion to the Transcendental MMiodulus ,,.while the Leftist gives

primacy-to, mundane relat i' caps In this the. Rightist stands in

agreement with Jesus - .o formulated the law of love ' in two

parts but places the love of God first and the . love of man -

second . . The specific statement of Jesus is . : "Thou shaft. love

the,. Lord they God with all :thy., heart, and rith all they , soul,:,

and` with; all thy*. mind", and-as the second part, It ..ove thy

neighbor as thyself"

F hero the love of man 1s primary, it may be more

intense than when' the love of God takes precedence over the love

,of man, but, in the latter case the love of , man has the-guidance



of a. superior 'wi sdom t : Perhaps the Leftist would value the

intensity of the human love more, but the Rightist,; in general,,

would say that it is, well to sacrifice `sai ething'- of intensity

in order to gain' the advantages of wisdom for love .
1

th certain" temperament s` the 'relaticiship to"the

Trans.cende'rital Modules is more philosophicali than . religious,,

Thought Movement
2. The hil.oso hical : orientation of the Verticali

In large measure both philosophy and . _relig ion' a`im"
at'

the, sane

objective with the dl,fferenea that for the individual .'1*ho thinks

0

more acutely than he feels the 'relati'onship is mainly a phi.l~;

osophical achievement,- while ' .for one who: feels more acutely

,than he 'thinks, it is chiefly a matter of religions . Both

philosophy and -rel ig ion dif fer- from psychologt- in t hat ~Ltey

are both concerned `with the inner content of Value a nd Meaning,

while Psychology is engaged exclusively with. their phenomeno=

logical nnanif estations

The differentiation between the 'Right end Left atti-

tudes ' in phil osophical thinking is traceable almost to the very

-beginning ' of the history ° of philosophy . The. specific form of

the line of deinarcati ib assumed has" varied a great, de al through-

out' -thatt period; but it is easy to recognize the contrast -of

primary attitude .. ~In India the greateet philosophy has boon

very decidedly Rightist, though Leftist points of view did

exist . Of all, philosophical formulations ever written, that
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of Shankara is the ,most extremely Rightist . . The .-Atma doctrine

of Shankara. is both `radically moni'stic' and radically oriented

to the Subject to all consciousness ., In India na Leftist .

thinker ever achieved a posit,im' of comparable irAportance . :

on the other . hand ;, . in an&ient.' Greece' the Leftist thought found

rea> .ly strong 'representatives . Here one x thinks of .pedacles

and Aristotle,, whos contrast, with, Parnan4tdes and Plato a s the

.corresponding . exp,on.ents `of Rightist philosophical . thought. .

The same . contrast is traceable -throughout the Middle Ages ., .

is easy to, 'rocognl ze ~ the Leftist in the Nominalists and .the

Rightists, in the Realists and the Concept:ualiste . .

In the modern period we have the contrast of , Ration-

alism with Bnpiricism,p of Idealism with Naturalism, . and Neo-.

Realism and of Transcendentalism with Vitalism and Humanism .,

Sere vie find in changing forms the opposition of Right and Left

down to our own, day. Now .an opposition .of this sort which has

endured for at least 2500 years and which cannot be resolved by

either reference to common fact or_ by the ,most competent argu-

ment is, most certainly,, grounded inn something of vital :im-

portance .. Here the differentiation persists -for the world's

greatest minds, .. . It is a fact with which both sociology and

politics must make some- practical adjustment.' For; presumptive

ly,, the problem of ; sociology and polities is so to organize

the human world . that a commcn ground is found . for all .types'
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of men .- $uch na ,common ground is not to be found in a rigid

organization a dj usted exclusively to the ' "needs. of the Right or
.Left ,A, The Most Just arrangement v uld be either one of role-

ativ°e formlessness . or an ; elaboration- of form which recognizes

differences . of type,,, caste., or class, This ' conclusion is ins-

escapable :, . .

With us .here in merica the problem: has not arisen

heretofore , just because of the, Srelative' formlessness of ,our

political : economics: and social-life ., But it _is. against this

formlessness that the New Deal philosophers have . struck withh

especial force,, and their .̀. attitude.- ha,s been legislated into

lad, suppos,edlg applicable to, amen :_ The law now requires

us all to live , in a form, adjusted_ to, the Loft.3.st system of val, -

uat ion and concept of. order ., This. for:ce.s the Right to affirm

radically its right to .exist: , As a consequence, if there is to

be no return to the relative , f'ormlessness, we have known hereto-

fore," , then there can be no peace until there is ,a reorganiza-

tion of society , so that there is a recognition of differences,

of . type, claps .* or caste . ; l assume that the ` .New Deal leaders

are not cons ciously venomous , but, if, this is the case ;, .then

they are gros slur , ignorant psychologically,,

All philosophies t .i Via. find the primary value or

reality in the Idea, in Reason, in the Self,, in Consciousness

or in Spirit are - Rightist . Per contra all philosophies which

find the primary value or realtyy in the Thing,, in Sensation,



in Experience, in .Purpose or Desire ,, or in . empiric Life are

Leftist, Perhaps more than any other thinker, anuel Kant

occupied a . cent ral position vi th , regpect t,o h : .9 formulated

thought , though wi th, r es pect to his personal' t enperament he'

teas, a particularly pure • thinking introvert . Out of Kant

both- Leftist and Right Iist stream are traceable, ' The main

Rightist Gurr nt developed through Fichte , Scholling& andr
Hegel, while 'the more notable . LsftistT development flowed

through Schopenhauer . . From Schopenhauer it descends through

Nietzsch© to Sperigler and forms. the philosophical background

of the present : Nazi revolution ,.,4. ' Another'-, still . more Leftist

-rTho Vitalism, enunciated by Adolph Hitler in "'Mein
Kampf" appears Rightist only v.en contrasted with the
more radical Leftism of the T4arxians - .Ita is scarcely
less radically opposed to philoso.phical "and religious
other-worldliness than' is mat-erialistic . Marxismn., No
proponent of a Vitalistic philosophy has- a right to
claim radical disagreement with Hitler . If Vitalism
is correct then Hitler is vindicated -in every essen-
tial respect. The brutality, of Hitler am is---simply
the brutality that As., found. everywhere.'. 3:n, 'uncultured
life, only it has been accepted and systelatized .. I
suggest that the . reading of "Mein Kampf~` is an . S.llum -
nating experience:, , . ,

Differences between, Communism,. Hitleri8m, and the
New Deal do exist j but. these dif feren_ Ices are far less
than the gulf s between, any . or all, of these social views'
and the radical Rightist position formulated here All
three stand fundamentally opposed to the view that
primary Reality is found in the Idea ,,, . in Reason,,. in the
Supreme Self, or in disembodied Consciousness , with. ,
respect to which both objective thing -hood and empiric
life stand in derivative relationship, The three for-
mer ways. of li fe may indeed fight each other to the
death in order to -dominate the world ;,; but even so it is
only a quarrel between brothers .
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stream i s derived frc Hegel through inversion of t1 1~3 .a-

lectic • togic"by 'Karl Marx

Movement
The ethical orieritatioxi

between. the Right and L eft•a :a-'-lar, gel;y- reflected in the rela-

tive strength` of the valuation of . Integrity or of Social

Mindedness Out of these contrasting . or.iontations more or

less. divergingg ethical - ..systems develop :; -The Rightist may very

well admire Social Mindedness, but he will not grant that it

has suffioient morall authority to justify the violation of

Integrity for it . however,, the Leftist,,; as a type, will

compromise .Ii egrity for a supposed Social' Good . The Vertical

and Horizontal character of these two ethical systems is quite

clear . ;Social. Mindedness moves horizontally in seeking . the

real ort supposed good of the, fellow human being, while. Integ-

rity Implies a stronger orfen{tation: to_ the Transcendental

Modulus . The genuine Rightist is not truthful because it pays

or .,because of love of his fallow man,-- but rather because of

his, unconditioned love of Truth herself . - If ho tiere the last

man In a dying world;. the obligation to .. integrity could be as

mandatory as ever. But in this ultimate, situation there would

be, little meaning left for Social Mindedness .

Integrity and Social Mindedness, respectively, imply

high valuation of Purity and Tolerance . The radical Rightist.
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is a purist. by temperament.- ;: the Leftist.,, at his best . 13.s a

man, of great tolerance,. However,, thera are senses in which we

may speak of Leftist, purity and . .: Rightist tolerance . The ex

mtrerne current. Left 3,st:,movements' Insist upon purity of collective

doctrine:,; in the _senae that divergent thought and criticism are

not allowed,, though vdde tolerance for ir`r.egularities in the
zone of feeling--sensation may be allowed-4 On the other hand,,

radical Right:ism, as instanced. by. the- Puritans, was very strict

with respect °to irregularities in the zone of feeling-sensation

but favored the expansion of the life . of thought .,,, Emerson,, the

greatest of all American Rightists,, is the cro1wning,- example

of this Puritan development .,

4 ; The_psychological_ orientation of "the Vertical
Thought: Movement .

"In the third .4 I di ncussed the psychological

re,lat± ons "in so . far as. they were connected, with the attitudes,

of introversion and extiN ersicn :~ Here ; I shall give only a-'

brief cons Iderat'icn of, the relation . of the Right and Left to

the functions of Thinking and Fee-ling .

Socialism,, the 'preeminent expression of the `Leftist

social-program, is the normal way of lifee forr those itio ' feel

more acutely than. they think . In .contrast',, the Rightist tends

to be individualistic, which In turn is ,the normal way of

life for those who think .'more acutely than they feel . On the

whole, the Rightist attitude appeals more to the man of thought-

than to one whose life is led by .feeling ,. But collectivism
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or group act3,v3ty iss a apontaneout mode, of . life principally

'for .the extroverted .feeling type :: The' more withdrawn intro-

vented feeling type, is ;thorn likely to be individualistic and

Rightist .
Here . eve .ar. e . dealing pith distincti ons that- are

really matters of more or less. Other factors may cause the

man of predominant extrovert feeling to align himself with. the

Right, et visa Versa .

'Thought Movement
S

In the larger sense j sociol.ogq`-is the science de-

voted to the study of • ian in all his aspects as a collective

entity and
.
thus it includes both economics : and politics .. Even.

this .essay in its totality must be classed in the field of

sociology., in this sense .. However.,, it often happens that,

.sociology Is listed along with , economics ancd politics as, one -

of the three leading social sciences;; but. In. this narrower

sense I do not find' very definite delimtatiori _'of meaning .

Perhap a•,: more than any other science,, sociology has Indefinite

horizons;,. for thinking of man as a social entity inevitably

includes the study of, man as an .individual;, just' as the study .

of massive physical phenomena cannot be separated from the

study of the electron :. And t hen we finally, reach the point .

where we realize that everything r ich touches mans conscious-

5 The s ociological ori:entatibn of the Vertical
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'Hess affects him in some way as a social entity. The final

consequence is that the study of sociology leads to the investi-

gation of everything and thus this science tends to become an

universal science .

It is ' easy t o see how . with some minds sociology tends

to have the value of the primary' science, with respect to which

.all other sciences and philosophies stand in derivative . relation-

ship . But this standpoint defines one attitude among others,

since there are other ways of consciousness for which social

relatedness hardly exist s, or has only a subordinate or deriva-

tive kind of life . It follows that he who bases his philosophy'

on the perspective of sociology or of social relatedness develops

a distinguishable point of view . There are other points of view

.which stand in radical contrast . Thus if we were to compare

the philosophies of Spinoza and John Dewey We have an . excellent

example of this' divergence of orientation . John Dewey apparently

gives the commanding. place to social-relatedness and has even

affirmed that. the philosophy of the future would stand in the

same relation to sociology that it once held with respect-to

,mathematics, . But Spinoza contrasts with this standpoint with

particular incisiveness, since he incarnates in his-thought

much of the spirit of mathematics and wrote his main cork in

'imitation of . the form of geometry. For Spinoza., man as: a social:

being is a largely irrelevant incident while the great Reality
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is SUBSTANCE or GOD which " is in itself and is conceived through

itself .'r

It is not , our problem here to attempt a determinationn

as, to which viewpoint is ultimately correct . We are concerned

simply with the 'fact that . these . two viewpoints , with radically

opposed r, ootings , exist in the sum-total , of human possibilities .

If, ultimately,, comprehensive social integration is .to,be

achieved in conscious form , then some common ground must be

found *herein both rootings are seen as mutually allowed. As

yet we-do not seem to be near any such perspective and thus

must be satisfied, for the present , with a merely pragmatic

adjustment , so far as practical government of society is con-

cerned . Obviously the-comprehensive position is, not that sup- .

plied by either Dewey, or Spinoza . But we can step aside from

the inner values of both systeins .` af valuation 'and view them

objectively in the psychological spirit . , It is easy to identify .

the respective attitudes .-

Clearly Spinoza 'is an iritrovort ; in his own personal

psychology and his system is radically Rightist in its orienta-

Lion . . Per contra ., John Dewey' s philosophy is' frankly Leftist,,

whatever his individual ,psychological ` temperrment may be .

There is no room in Spinoza' s system for John Dewey and, equally,

no room for Spinoza in John Dewey ' s .philosophy ., Only in a

relative formless organization of the-social world or in an-
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organization which recogni zes and provides for differences, of

hype,, . class , or caste, Is there room for both . Since the spirit
-

.of the times includes a general movement toward 'world-wide

organization -on a, generally Leftist pattern, the only alternative

to a crushing of Spin . .oza and men, of his orientation is the so.

modifying the general organization that different fields of

operation are- provided for-the--various types : M

The- current -' threat to' 'th© Spinozian attitude is partt

and. parcel , of the general threat to all . those who naturally be-

long to the Right . This simply , illustrates the seriousness of
l

the problem which: shows all signs of becoming more acute in the

future than in the present,. - The Right . is dthreatened with ampu-

tation -and so it is imperati "ve that thermmbers of the Right

should become self - conscious, individually and as a group ; 'and

take such measures -for .self-preservation as are available . and

expedient . P'artly . tbis is a question " of the . snore Rightist por

tion of mankind holding or seeking a . place in the sun that is

justly theirs, but it is also a. general social problem ; since

the amputation of. me vital side' of man inevitably implies . a

state of general unbalance . With a stifled or radically weak..,

tined Right even the members of the Left would suffer a grievous

loss , thich would be none the lest -since its character is

generally subtle .

tThe Vertical Thought Movement, views sociology as a

derivative and not as the primary science . It maintains the
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primacy of the God-relationship , or the supremacy of the

Transcendental Modulus , and then approaches the social problem

from the vertical, perspective . There is . no question here of

'denying importance to social problems :,. but it is maintained

that in the vertical perspective a base of reference ' is achieved,

such that the social problem can be approached with the ad-

.vantages of wi edam, which is not possible when the social thinker

or, worker is submerged in an, exclusively sociological orienta-

t ion., When. greater value is given to ' the love of God, then

greater wisdom is brought to bear in . the implementation. of the

love of man .

It is distinctly . Rightist to regard mathematics as

moree fundamental than sociology . It-is. distinctly Leftist to

reverse thi's valuation.

There is a social problem which decades of scientific

research and theorizing have been unable to resolve' in a finally

convincing may . Thin s the problem e s t o cywhether man is more

conditioned by circumstance -or heredity. There is much object-

ive evidence that the life of man is conditioned by external
1

circumstance, but there is an equally impressive body of facts

that supports the conclusion that the hereditary factors are

more important . It seems -to be established beyond all reason=y

able doubt that both factors are operative in some measure.

But the question of relative importance remains undecided in

the strict scientific sense . This suggests the probability
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that there is some , third line of conditioning which : remains

as yet -inaccessible to ' , our scientific method. . But, meanwhile.,

each individual is free to choose to thich of - the two factors

he will attach most importance . Tow,', there has rarely been

-a muted scientific question one which attitudes. have been con-

diti. oned by wishfu thinking more - than in the'case 'of this •

problem . Quite clearly, the Leftist believes in the ascendancy

of circumstance as a determinant` of ,character ,,- while the

Rightist ; no less emphatically,. _ affirma- that man' . is what he

is because of his heredity ,. -., .From these contrasting positions

radically diverging social programs fallow . The Leftist says

that the better society of floe , future' is ' to be achieved by

changing the conditions ,.. of empi.r. is life . D4en are different

because their c .ircumstakes:''of life are different ; and not

because of inherent nature,. But- the Rightist denies this and

often suggests that the true road-to a better future society

lies in controlling the heredity of the future men . Each can

document - his posit ion by hi ghly convincing, evidence .

Here we have a peculiarly vital clash between, the

two groups . , Perbaps there is no single -divergence • that more

definitely demarks the • Rightist from .thQ Leftist than the

'attitude of each with respect to . this Problem-. ..,,In the case ,

of many other fundamental differences - large numbers would . ,

doubtless hot have ,- anydecisive conscious attitude , but it .



seems ..that the issue of . heredity versus environment strikes'

home to most people who are at all thoughtful .

A( s quite natural',. sociology has roots which run

deeply 'into b3. ology. But; it has other correlat,ions which reach,

no less profoundly, . into the domain of religion . On the whole,, .

scientific minds tend to• seek fox: the .- sociological- root e, in

biology$ while religion is viewed as .possessing a derivative

significance .. Often- man is regarded as a kind of animal which

possesses , among other pec'uliarit'ies, a religious disposition .

But for a profoundly religious : nature this is an instance of .

"placing the . cart before the-horse" . Particularly, if the

individual has had deep personas religious experience ., the

primary causal factors are to be .found - in the religious dimen-

sion . In this case,, biological factor( have " purely incidental

significance ., It is possible to develop they thesis of either

view so intelligently that it is impossible for competent ob=jective criticism` to, discredit either

.. in any ultimate sen'se .,

It is simply a fact that the manifold of all possible- experi-

ence and consciousness is such that from different perspectives

radically different interpretative pictures can be builded ..-

These are differences that merely human government is not

competent to, resolve, and hence the goverrameht which exists

for all men. must b e so . organized 'as t o remain neutral oii- that

issue
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In th© sense in which, Darwin, studied man, man, clearly

has aspect's and biological. roots-that obviously paralleLthose

of the ape . It is also true that the study of the psychol.ogic

unconscious of man -reveals a hidden ape n• the depths . -But .,

on -the other side, the mystic s revelation reveals Divinity, rep ,

siding in other deeps of man, and. this Divinity' does not ap-

pear a s, a sort of opiphenomina-lism ._or_ creative construct, but-

has the .character off Root .-Sour ce . And so it appears that, in

one aspect . man is related to a .- God and,,-on-,,the other, to an . ape :

Between' lies the : rational thinking --entity,_. as _ thought character-

izes: neither the God nor the Ape .- Social thought may orient

`itself one way or the . other,- if the' -orientation is, to the

Darwinian' apes. It ; is, Leftist, ; if to the God,•. it. is Rightist.

The extreme Leftist . is • quite Godless, •,and so with-him the, think-

irn.g man finds his modulus in the ape 1 of Darwin. The Vertical

Thought Movement-is oriented- to' the God .

When
.
Nietzsche announced, " God ' is ' deadU,, he also , im-

d plied the former existence of that which is now dead- in the

heart of man..- There then remained for . roan only the ape in the

subte rranean - unconscious and , hence:,- only degeneration unless

man should create the t Superman r out of the material he had

left. Nistzsche . did not destroy God but : simply recognized•• ,what •

had already happened to the western psyche and - strove* the best

he could to salvage what was left .. God can be reborn in the
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heart 'of man .- and this is the-, supreme task of - the, Vertica .

Thought, MMovement .. , So long ass man continues . to move further to

the, Left,, . God vi 11 rmnain a stranger . to, him at_ ,least, in any,

vital `living,' sen:s .e . .

Movement
The economic: orientation of the Vertical Thought

Economics shares with -politics the' distinction of be-

.ing one of the two zones in vrhich power can be wielded immedi-

ately on-.the objective- field .. The _ power of thought and of

religion' is real enough, but the effect, of each as delayed and,

so determines more the, form of the future rather than the im-

mediate situation in .'the present,*, It .- .is economics in its power

relations, that concerns us 'here,,, ratherro than the general 'science .

of economic relationships .
./

r,

When polit ical power. :rests in the' hands ' of an ariat'o-

crat ic class which is arist ocrat i c in .fact ;, and not In name only,,

then the economic typee of power definitely belongs to the Left.'

But `v+hen politics has become popular and there is no provision

for. genuine aristocratic influence in the government , then the

aristoi can develop power only in the economic field. In this

case, economic power becomes Rightist, while political power is

Leftist. The present Leftist 'revolution in Germany, Russia,

and Italy has resulted in the complete, or almost complete,,

eradication of independent .economic power along with the thorough .
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domination by' political power, . The Leftist revolution with

us -in the, United-States has moved . in the same . direction, a1-

though it is not . so far developed as yet .. 'The radical increase

6f political, :power-,here, with a corresponding curtailment off'

economic power'.-is too obvious to leave room for any doubt .

This is a phenomenon, mainly,. of the last eight years, though .

the tendency is traceable still further back.

However; if e , studies the effects produced by "New

Deal" legislation he finds that along .with the relative de=

crease of . economic power there has been a definite shift to the-

Left within . economic power itself . Heretofore economic power

has been mainly conceived as identical with money power ., but it

is ' always potentially possible for economic ; polder to become

labor-power . Money power always operates, through various dep

vice' Which produce scene degree at least . of~ monopoly control,*'

Current legislation has sought out all j , . or nearly all, of those

devices and prohibit ed them. But, Ymeanti hile the instrument of

monopoly is not only allowed to -labor -; it has been so largely

encouraged that it has, become Increasingly difficult for un-

organized labor. to maintain itself' The ' re•sult . _is a radical

increase . of labor- power within the eooniomic,field, with the

general consequence of a still, greater shift of-power to the

Left
The principle b'y ti?:ich' labor wields .its power Is

not creativee nor constructive .-but, purely destructive', . It is

*Political power also depends upon the principle of
monopoly .
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based on the, principle that . labor, if .t- acts in concert ,, ., cann

stop the machine . unquestionably labor can do this , as , it has

abundantly ; demon strated , and,.,, with- the . government operating

on its Bide industrial , and, financial management , are practc-

ally helpless : .

Theoretically, labor organizations :exist for improving

the standard . of . life- of those who work.. Often, , though by no

means always,,. short-sightedness cai . the .. part of industrial man-

agement kqs justified defensive organization upon , the part . of .

labor . But Just so soon as .labor-organization becomes .en- ,

trenched in 'power, then the- will; to-power tibegins . to become

ascendant over the earlier motivation" of righting .wrongs that
V

were more or less real . The result : is the generation of . a new

form of pew r with all, its Internal politics . This humanity,

of ours being what-it is, the .tast"e of a l ittle power leads to

a desire for still greater , power without-limits.. In fact, this
tendency is spontaneously,

r :strained `onl7_10. men of superior

wisdom , but all - such beloxng to the Right . Among Leftists the

lust for power is without bounds . or restraint , once, the int:ox-

icating tdraught is tasted . So,. today, we see labor organization

oriented not to the principle : of just distribution of the social

product, .but` to a ,demand for more and more' without , limit :

fact ., industries that have worked out satisfactory . relation,-

ships with labor upon their own initiative are viewed as most

ob1ectionable : . The dominance of the power motivation 3`s ciear .
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Ultimately, if the power-lust .,of, organized . labor. Is

riot curbed!, : the, demand, of . organized labor, will wipe , out, all

the return : from . invested capital- and perhaps encroach upon the

compensation of management and the professional groups . This,-,

will bring all, pi-,.vate . enterprise to ,a final ,terminus . But,

since the demand to ; live w1 ll persist , In . the breast 'of man* :

the need for: ; the products. of industry . will then force radical

steps . . Some , dictator,, either of, the Left, or, the EiGht, . will . . :

arises;. but . in either case labor, :ill, lose, its freedom as well

as capital . Perhaps then 'the : latter will learn that, the so-

and Italy have shown us what the result s can 'be

called "wager s]a,vo y" was not so' bad after all . : Russia ;Germany,;

Wisdom and .moderation cx the part of organized : labor

could save the, situa ,ticn,,. But while such wisdom and moderation

Is possible in the case of ~ those who are habituated in the

exercise of Judgment), such as locomotive engi neers, only . pzie

who is, grossly ignorant of crowd-psychology will exp:ect, the :

manifestation. of :these qualities-in the case of labor unionss

as a whole *, , ,e,s,pecially in the cases: ,of the non-craft unions .

The .leader of masses must.. be popular, but in this, world and

in this age wisdom' and popularity rarely travel, together. . So

we may expect . organized labor, t o' ,b e' , In satIiable in its demands

urit i3 . we are faced with disaster . .

With this disaster the last remnants . of democratic

freedom will . pass :. Democracy -will 'ru'n", through its age-old



pattern and 'b'ecome dictatorship, : ' This 'path could' b e' avoided' by

radi aa3l riOdificaticn' .of governmental form' novi}. so that. the good

in ; democracy could be retained along pith genuine aristocratic
-influence gov.ernrntent ; but the' trends of the 'times' indicate

than the: die is cast . : So it becomes' necessary to' plan for-the' -

hour then: 'dietat orship becomes necobsary .

It n kes an, enormous cli fferonc e whether the dictatorial

cycle "is' Leftist` or Rightist : 'The Leftist dictators' ar"e` strong

in popularity but weak in wi Sabiu 'and -hence they are most extreme

and' xst' vulgar.' '.Upon the bearer s,of ..real culture they,, strike

the Severest blow$ .r _ And, since' culture-values tire the odly

Values of em'piria life that give itl any . .real .worth; the' Leftist

dictator is sheer' d3 water . " :' It''' s` most ' m portant 'that' the* Right .

be- prepared for the fatal ' hour f and not' fear to assume t -he' reins

.of power . This is a' duty:, sine ®.'. cnly by the' superior wisdom

of the Right will it 'be possible to preserve the greater 'ulti- .

mate good of Left and Right a] ke,

As I see the trend of the 't'imes, the day of money--

power is definitely passing . The financial genius which played

a genuinely valuable' part in the past seems clearly t o be of

much less importance now. It is significant that the bankers

-were not necessary' for the building of the `Ford Motor Company" .

Fundamental in the development' of that industrial institution

was a principle other than that of money, yet, it was a Rightist
a
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prin.cip-le and not la bor . _, It. 'was technological ; genius .. hy
was, this genius and not -money that commanded the- situatiotji

I do not mean t o say- that T, s 9e :. money passing, out of the .. plc-

tare,-1, . but simply that it is taking a . place as servant-function,,
P

rather than; occupying. tide position of command .. In fact,: self,

financing has. becorq:e a, `very extensive'-practice, in, our, induyptry

today, and.'thi.s, simply means, that bankers, including, investment

bankers.,:, are beccening, less € nd : less important.,

. . The-.future center of Rightist power, an ; the 'economic

field. will become more and mono the, professional' and . managerial

mind ; and especially the teehn,olog3.cal ;,mind . . The. base of: power.

is, clear .' ' ih.ile. lafi or- has . the, power to stop the----machine, : -it

has not, the'-power, to create,. ` start'.' an maintain the machine,

in operation .., Only `a, special .kind of . .nte l1 gence can do .t his,

and while, this intelligenc.e As .,in part :the : product . of training,
,t 4r I . .1

it is .; even more, the result-, of, natural endotnnent,, . There are

only a very few minds, relatively,,,. who are able to master the

ma chine Spongier estirsntes'thate there are perhaps only.100A00

such in alll the world . "These' 'men' are more fundamentally Rightist

than, capital it self,,,,, since capital is ,more objective, and there-

fore more materialistic, than 'the, technological thought . Tech"

nological, power ; is, Rightist power and, stands in,countorpuntal

relati omship "to, the Leftist labor-power .1

The answer, to labor-solidarity is technological soil-

darity. Consider ,what the results, would -be if there were a
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"sit--down" strike of all 'those -who' understood -the, differential

and ht egral calculus - and the-body of l3 towledge• dependent upon

this ` branch of iaathethat ids ;; ' This would be, an argument that

organized -labor could understand, Perhaps -at last those who

are oriented to ,the hand tou'ld learn' that :thought is making

the hand less and less. important .. By thought a man can ke

a machine vihich till make the hand unnecessary.:, But the, hand

cannot take the place of thought : . More and more# thought -isr
4

becoming the great commanding' power . . Itt needs only to ;become

'somewhat mare ,self- consciouis

'By, right,, thought 44ould be master and the hand

servant .` The reversal of this relationship is -a peculiarly

debasing kind 'of prostitution, The true relationship here is

not' democratic but heirarchi"ca;I . . Th Teat or .good -of all de

the greatest American'ightist - .t is,Ra'lph ialdo p erson

ma nds this-., Now' thought `is 'far more-Rightistthan capital .

Indeed, it `is not' Rockefe-ller' :.,or Morgan who stands out as

For primitive .' industx'y"the hand . nay well have been

, ant `than tk oaaght ;but it~is-,no{longer so in; this'more import

age. Technology has a two4fold descent On one 'side is pure

mather .aat ice and pure science,, 'becor ing ' respectively applied,-

mathematics and' applied science . On the other side is• intu-

ition the power that was so strong in Thomas A . 'Edison., Only

the, fear qualify in-' this etherial realm . These few can f oran
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the basis of 'power in the -critical :-transitional `age . They

stand behind- our present iadastry, and, more than' any other

factor,, make. it possible . ' 'They also standd behind the ,modern

instruments of wary and -made the' blitzkrieg possible; Tnci-

dentally, `this is a Rightist power which may some day finally

overthrow the Leftist :Nazi and Cfimmunistic systems :, Hitler

and those who' think as he does form only one side of German

power:, Technolog . cal skill alone made' the implenientat ion ' of

the German army possible,*- arid' it alpine produced the .remarkable

timing of the military. operations . This is something wholly

outside the capacity of the men who wrote""Mein Kampf" .

The signs indicate that the day of money-power is

passing . But labor6=pi wer is not the sole alternative in the

economic fie]`d . Potential' .dynatiic Rightist power lies in the

:'ands of those who 'through their knowledge , and power of trained

thought command the machine .
.

The .day then the conflict of powers shall be z`'inished

is ._one earnestly 'to be desir.ed., But it is a long road' to' the

final taming of pouter, and ' meanwhile we must choose the domi-

nance of ;the least. undesirable corm. ' The thinking of hand

labor is 'brutal» ' Power established on this base must be

avoided at 'sill cost,' Russia has shown that the dictator, viho

rises from the orientation -to`the 'hared is the worst and' most,

brutal of all . Anything is better than that . However, thought
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commands from a higher and wiser level ., Through technology

,thought" has direct command czn the field ' of physical 'relations ..
-

then onee submits' the radical* Leftist theory of

value, of Karl ; Marx to critical analysis it. is quite evident

that the author Jas, blind to the fact of qualitative difference.

A fundamental feature 'of this theory of value is the . reduction
,

of skilled labor and mental effort to a quantitative multiple
w

of .simple manual - labor ., Thus skill -and thoughts, at least, in

so far as they are related to the production of exchange-value, .

cone to havee the significance of mere elaboration of unskilled

hand-effort . The function of the hand is thus seen''as .funda-

mental,. ,and,$ consequently, thef foundation of all else .. y This

theory is very vulnerable . to ob'jectivo; criticism and is easily

.discredited on theoretical grounds .. 'But the fact that ,this-'

seemed to be a valid' statement frCM'_tbe'- .standpoint of Karl Marx

and 'that it corresponded to thee feeling of a .considerable por

tion of the population is of" genuine psychological significance,

To an excessively 'extrovert :ed con sciotasness it is quite natural

to orient- reality-value' to the 'functioning of the, hand, since

this is tangible . In contrast,. .th.e more Yit tangible functions

of thought seem unreal ., From this` psychological perspective

it follows rather naturally that the difference between skill

and ordinary simple labor should be only .quantitativ,e,'

It requires, however, only a very moderate degree of

awakening of the introvert attitude t o re.a)4.ze that the dif-



ference' between thought-function and. macular- or hand-function

is qualitative, Thus thought belongs primarily to another'

dimension of functioning .. But entirely apart from the objective

reality` of -qualitative differences, It remains psychologically

significant that some men' see oily quantitative differentiation

or at least attribute mostI importance _to it, while , others are

aware of qualitative differences and regard them as possessing

most significance, Obviously these psychological differences

in valuation correspond to the'. Leftist and Rightist attitudeq .

.respectively,*

*A particularly, shocking manifestation' of crude 'Leftist
valuation is 'afforded by the dictator of the musicians t
union., This dictator affirmed, not long ago,, that it
made no difference to h1m; whether e. man was a mere fiddler
or a virtuoso on the violin . Both were subject -to union
dictation because they both functioned with musical in-
s.truments . Clearly, here the visible common denominator
of a musical instrument formed the basis of classification .
The enormous qualitative gulf between a mere fiddler-and
a virtuoso' had no significance whatever,- This is ay par-
ticularly crude manifestation of the Leftist spirit And
is especially shocking to those who really value art
The profounder Rightist valuation wo-uld lead to the judg-
ment that the difference between the ordinary performer
and virtuosity is in-ore important and significant thann
similarity of instrument . Thus the virtuoso stood
closer to virtuosity in quite diverse fields then to the
merely ordinary in the same field. A master violinistt
is closer to, .say, 'a master mathematician than he is to
a mere fiddler . One often gets the feeling of something
like prostitution in the valuations of unionn bosses,
and when this touches art it is simply outrageous .



Among men ,;, wo can, distinguish a scale ., at the foot- .

of which -there are men 'tvho- a.re 'phys ically a cti ve but In whom

there is little or no d3.rected thought; while at the other-little

there a_ a `those who function in a state of deep medi-

tatiai or reflection with bodily activity . reduced to a minimum .'

Most men stand s`on where between. the extreimee of this scale,

but the central point is the place where the center of emphasis

shifts . In the chse of the majority, where the hand-function

leads , thought, serves simply as the , instrumental aid, of an

objective muscular activity . These are clearly Leftist. But

with others, the muscular activity becomes progressively in-

strumental to ~ a primary thought activity, These are equally

clearly Rigbt.is .s . In so far as these two groups are related

to the-economic field,we have in .this differentiation the= .most

fundamental definit-fa L,-of the economic Right and Left, The

mere Investor o capital is far less -fundamentally a Rightist .

Particularly is this the 'case where , the investor. simpiylacts

according to the advice oft soma expert . . On the other hand:,-,

the investor who uses funds -priarily to implement his judg-

ment in the, performance of an economic function is much more

of a Rightist . He, is primarily ar.Rightist, not because he has

capital,, but fow; the reason° that his primary function is, judg-

ment, The whole of .-management and those who contribute pro-

fessional services to economic functions belong to the Right .



The foregoing statement diverges more or less from

the conventional view;' b,ut isolates the really important prin-

ciple of different ,aticn . In radical Leftist movements the

pure capitalist-1s merely .a "red herring" drawn1 consciously'.

or unconsciously, across the trail to- confuse °the' issue . The

real issue is whether the functions of the-,hand or of thought

shall hold the commanding position . . .The real attack is directed

against professional and- managerial minds ..,

Though& in a technical sense ' tcapitalism' means the,

ascendancy of economic control from the base of capital, as

contrasted to- the base of labor,, this definition really gives

us a false perspective., Mere capital is a lifeless abstraction

or collection of material- objects which, by itself .s quite

incapable of effecting economics or social. control ..; , Capital

becaues a controlling force only in so far as it is the imple-

ment of intelligence . It supplies the means of -functioning,

for a certain group who acts With thought or intuition rather

than in the sense of muscular activity The real ground of the

Leftist resentmentt of this group does riot lie In the presence

of the capital, which is only an instrument,, but in the more

profound antagurism of sensation and feeling for thinking and

,5nt.uition - The issue is grounded in recognized psychological, .,

conflicts .

As thought and intuition shift from the capitalistic

Implement at ion , to, the base of special technological knowledge, .



the issue with labor' will remain ae before* The real battle

will be for command ; as it has been` always ,. Today, throughh

organization, , and afters" by the help of minds that should be

functioning in the Right , -labor is making a -real bid for dom-

inant power!,.. It. is not striking ' simply at ownership but more

primarily at the whole class of managerial and professional

minds with the view of reducing, the latter to the status of

subordination.; Hence, it behooves the professional and maxi-

agerial groups to recognize and meet ''the issue before it is too

late, For the ultimate command of social life by the hand is

fraught with .' the gravest dwigere to culture and all the ' superi-

or values *of life ..

A few years ago the Fortune Magazine made . a statiati-

cal study, of the attitude . of , different .social groups toward
V

the 'pdeW"J?eal" . 'The main support came from the Negroes and-

the chronically unemployed,' . wihile the main opposition 'was

centered in, the groups, classed as professional3 managerial,

student and retied. This .1s a -:statistical- verification of

our, present thesis . With the exceptionn of the retired group:,

there we may assume the primary 'motivation eras that of mere

conservatism, it appeared that the-op:position vELs. centered in .

those rho functioned primarily 'In terms of `judgment,, knowledge,

and wia.dan It is high time that those-who compose these groups

should form a common front, -else, they may some day find an in-

tolerable way of life imposed upon them and may become so .
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crippled that they-cannot adequately perform their vitally

important social functions .- , P'or the true- Aightist# it, is

better to die. than to become- w- slave of those who"dre oriented

to the functions of the hand with all their coarse- fibered'

valuations . .

Movv emen~t *,
The political orientation of the Vertical Thought

It Vvould seem that in all history there has been no

problem of ',greater practical importance than , that ,of the govern-

ment , of men Yet; up to the present day, we have not found a

solution which shoves promise of. bung durable and satisfactory .

In, contrast, thanks to- the contributions from applied science,

it appears that we have solved in, principle the primary econ

omit problems,` i« e .:, that of being able to produce enough to

.meet the demands of human heed*,. . , But the transforming of this

solution, in principle,, into, one of,kactual achievement involves

more than the mastery of economic and technological processes

At this . point the "economic problem. becomes -interrelated with

'the governmental problem . Of4 the ' ttiwo, t'he strictly economic

problem is the simpler,since its material _ is of such a nature,

that it can, be mastered by pure thought, However,, government

involves man in his complex totality as a psychological entity

possessed-of many functions, instincts,,- inclinationsy preju-

dices,,- diverse limitat-ions, etc . In this' larger field pure



thought is much less competent ; :since thinking in its very

nature as a specialized function 'does "dviolencd to other func-

tions or attitudes whi ch are ineluctable parts' of the human

totality . .

If human society could be organized like a machine,,

bubstantially like the organization of an army ; •it would not

be difficult to satisfy all strictly economic or material

needs. But the price, o ` such organization is the stul .tifica«
I

tion . of other aspects of the -total human 'nature . !Ian, as a.

:hole, cannot prosper in a machine-like life ., Under such cony

ditions the capacity for creativeness . is destroyed.., yet it

was a liberated creative capacity which rendered the solution

of the primary economic, problem possible in principle . Here,

is an example of the contradiction that one always kinds when

he studies man in. any way that comprehends-even an approxima-

tion. of his totality But -sound government must deal with

this totality. For if a,*government conceives man in 'too narrow

a sense, then its organization is adapted at best to only a

partial aspect of the whole man :.. The unrecognized or under-

valued aspects feel the force of a repression which becomes

the seed-ground of future revolt . In time the revolt-motive

becces so strong that even though it • is "embodied by only a

strong minority of all nun,, yet, 3n , the ends ; it ,achieves suc-

cess A relatively Satisfied majority is :'dent before the

dynamism of a minority which feels that it has all or-nearly

all to win and little or nothing io lose ..



Many -of, us have thought . that the ;best solution of

this problem was. to be found in the democratic pattern. of

government, Superficially It seems that 'gov :arrnment. by the

people is a government in which ;all men are, equally represented . .

Hence all. needs have the greatest possibility of recognition, .

But the study of democracy shows that it has different possible

meanings, and, in every 'case , the desirable effect of an equal

freeing for all Men i.s- not realized .' Democracy produces its

submerged groups just as truly as the other forma of government.t

we have lawn heretof ore .

Superficially,,, government of,., by, and for the, people

sounds very well, but then one examines into the implications

of this formula the picture becomes far less attractive . For

one thing, %"hat is meant `by "the people"? Is it the whole of

humanity taken in. contrast with animal and other 'forms of Life7

Hardly, since we have no 'political issue with . these other forms

of life, Yet,, "the people" is a . signif icant political phrase

because -it is a favoring, of something ' that is opposed t o a

something else which could Meldd power in the political sense, .

But this. . something else is composed of human beings who are

presumptively'also part of the people, in the genetic sense .,

SO-it follows, that "the people", in so far 'as,' lt is a signifi-

cant ' polit ical phrase ; really means part of . the people ..' De-

mocracy is thus government by one part of the people-,who seek
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t o' dominat a the other part ., , Cons equ ent ly,, in a democracy the

latter group is the submerged and suppressed portion. Here

again we find the reappearance, of, the causes -v.hi-ch. 'may lead

to the overthrow . of the existent governmental form .

If one investigates . the meaning of the word " people",

he finds that it means the whole body of --persons who compose

a c amm41tytl only in its primary- significance .. 'In the second-

ary sense it moans . " the sub jects or- citizens . as distinguished

from the i:r+ rulers or from; men-of rank or Men of authority in

any profession ", obviously, democracy is government of, by,

and for the people in thin second sense . Democracy ; is not only

antagonistic to hereditary rulers and men : of rank , but as well

to 'men of authority in any prof ®ssion !` . With us democracy

stands posed to political power wielded . by men of position

through birth: or property and by, managerial and .professional

minds ., The determining principle in democracy is rule 'by

quantity abstracted ` from differences due to quality .

The . diametric opposite farm of 'government is an

aristocracy. The ideal of an aristocracy is the rule of the

best .` Hence, the .' determining- principle, is rule by quality

abstracted ' from quanyt itat ivo ., : con s iderati on s ' Democracy leads,

to' the under-valuation of quality while an ari stocracy .loads

to a 'depreciati on of quantitative determinants . • Each form,,,

cann~ ori certain human values- and- dopr oi atcs others -, Neither

•foorm is completely comprehensive .
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The only kind of. government °which could be, -both

widely and profoundly comprehensive1 and oriented to both

quality and quantity would be s.ome _ form of . aristo---democracy. .-

In such a • government , and, early in such a government , when

properly organized, established, . and accepted would it be

possible to combine the orientations to both wisdom and pope=

larity This is the ideal-of genuinely stable government ..

With us today the we-sided orientation to populari-

ty has gone farther than ever'-before :. Heretofore we have known:

something of a mare or less crude combination of the arist.o-

crate and democratic principles through having a dominantly

democratic political government and :a. dominantly aristocratic

economic government . But now the popular principle has been

given ascendancy in both dcmains The result is radically one .

sided.

Radical democracy is not really opposed t.o •t otali-

tarianism . As a matter of fact;, the great Europeann dictators

are more completely established upon : the basis of - popularity

than has been any administ rat ion`'VAt, hin our history, The

dictators require. more .than a 60% popularity too secure a man+

date .•. They have' actually-- achieved more thann an 80% vote of

confidence . lience they stand upon a more rigorously demo-

cratic basis than has ever'been true in our history . It is .,

entirely a misconception to view democracy as the diametric
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opposite of tot.alitariani sm ..: On the contrary,,-this oppositee

is an, aristocracy ;; and, In a, less radical - sense = an aristo*-

democracy* ' It is not "the people" vho are the oppressed in the

dictatorships it is precisely'those who, stand out- as the

'best t' in the genuinely aristocrat e aense.

The Vertical, Thought- Movement is. radically opposed.

to 'totalitarianism and-favors the increase of general soci al

and political power cn the part of those men and Whomen who

are superior in the sense .of knowledge, feeling, judgment,

character, and Sri sdom_;., It favors such changes of g overnmental

form as shall be necessary to give the `bearors of superior wwisi-

dcm a voice In government not inferior-to power of those who,

are merely popular . This Is an affirmat ion of the right of

wisdom to power -without the necessity of giving obesiance to
4

mere popularity. Scmetimes that which is popular, is also wise, ;

but as a rule this is not 'so,;, since wiaclan is the development

of a mature, rather than of a young, consciousness ..

The ideal of democracy is ru le. by the many.. that of

an aristocracy is rule b the best.`, The great problem of a

democracy is that, . except there the . numbers are small and-the

relative personal 't'atures of the individuals -is about the

same; the many never actually'rule Those men . aho are maotera'

of popular,psychology become the real rulers . Such men are

represented by our political ' bosses and by the European' die-
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tat.ore, who are before all else men .of the people who under-

stand the common man . Per contra, the great problem of an

aristocracy is the finding of a means for selecting the gen-

uinely best . The hereditary device of selection has born some

good fruit, but it is not good enough .; Heredity is only a -

partial determinant of,re'al superiority . Some more adequate

principle of selection' is needed- Perhaps psychology may some

day offer us an ob jecti've .basis of selection which is .better

than what we have known heretofore ..

In all but the smallest groups, democracy of'necessity

assuies a representative form. But representation assumes the

form of a problem which may be resolved in one or another of

different ways . By the appropriate kind of method of represen-

tation, the representative body can fail completely to corres

pond to the most vital currents 'and differences among the

citizenry. In the total relations of a .citizen, one side alone

gains representation ' while with respect to other sides the

government may be so,distant° as actually to seem like something

alien. To illustrate this*point'I .shall list some possible

methods of representation, noting' the differences in the effects .

(a,) Representation on a numerical-geographical basis .

This is the method employed here in the United States with

respect to the House of_ Repre!sentatives,, azid, generally, wit h

the `legislatures of'ths-'States' . The representative is chosen
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by a majority within his district, but it is, assumed that he

is fundamentally the_representative of all citizens in his

district . This implies the view that sectional-or geographic

factors are, the most important determinants in forming the

attitudes of a .'constituency, Thus differences between parties

is conceived as less significant than the similarities of

attitude , interest, and valuation imposed by geographic factors :

Unquestionably geography is a factor,,-for there is a difference

of temperament. between mountain-men and plain .smen. Also an

agrarian section has interests in common that stand in contrast

to the interests of an industrial, section . But while these .

communities of interest , valuation , and temperament may be very

important when,communication is slow and difficult and the pop=

ulatio - tends to be
fixed)

vwhen communication becomes easy and -

rapid and there is a tendency for population t o move about, they

tend to become distinctly subordinate ., Furthermore, the develop-

ment of, technology has had the effect , of eradicating economic

and' cultural. differences due to geography .. The total result may-

be that trans- sectional affinities become stronger than the

brotherhood of ` sections ., ,when this is the case., geographic

representationoc.eases~to be truly,democratic, even In-the strict

quantitative' sense .

(b) Representation can a nerica -economic-function basis .

Representation eon' the ground ' of, ;objective -economic. function . has



been suggested, and I understand that it-is employed in the

totalitarian set-up in Europe .-,-An individual's economic func-

tion does in some . measure, at least, condition his attitudes,

interests , and valuations then this kind of conditioning is
•

more far- reaching than that which is~due to geography, then .

the numerical-economic .basis of representation becomes more

fully democratic than the. first form . But it- still . remains

quantitative, and therefore the least skilled, the least Intel-

ligent, and the least responsible portion of the community .

would have the largest representation in the legislative bodies .

it is a form that is particularly favorable for radical Leftist

tendencies .

(c) Representation on a numerical-psychological basis .

There are differences of . attitude, interest, and valuation which

are clearly grounded in differences of psychological type .

These clfferences are . far more fundamental than the relative

accident. of ° geogr'aphic residence and objective economic function .

In a growing degree, the- personnel departments of industry are,,

-beginning to recognize this factor . But politically it has no

recognition with, us vhatsoever . Yet, it may well be that, the

p sychological factor is- really far more, important as a cause of

social unrest and instability than the economic . I am.very

strongly disposed to think so, At `any rate, if such is the case,
r

then the wisest method,-of representation would be oriented to

psychological difference -rather than to either economic function

or geography. -



A given individual of necessity lives .somewhere,

has generally some economic activity, but in addition has an

Individual psychology vihich aligns him more. ,closely with one

psychologici group than with others.' Forr a truly representa

tive ,democracy , it is s,t important to determine which of

these factors is most vital, conditioning pot t3 eal grouping .

Then -a less vital factor forms the basis of ..represent .ation,,

then we form . large bodies'.of genuinely forgotten men . 'Thus inn

our present representative set-up the `whole class . of introverted

types is without representation . -This is necessarily the case '

since only .rather strongly extroverted natures have the natural

capacity for tfeeling into'the objects, uhieh-is so essential

for the successful politician . The result' is . that it is the,

extrovert who is, elected,,but no extrovert can ever represent

an introvert . The only way, that an introvert, could be assured

representation would be by constitutional provision, which re-

mstricted;him to the selection of introverts . as representatives .

So far this plan for representation would still re-

main quantitative . That is, the types which had most members

would have most representation . The ' result would be an ad-

centuated valuation in .legislation of certain types and the

undervaluati on of others .

(d) 'Representation on: a ' qualitative-psychological basis

This form of, representation assumes as its major premise tke

equal importance of the psychological 'functions and attitudes



in the political field .. Thus it might be called a democracy

of the functions : This democracyn is.,affirmed'only_iz the prag-
,.fir

matic and not, in, the absolute, sense . . It :is- entirely possible

that the . order, of absolute valuationn iso he'irarchical ., but I see

no way of achieving, . objective agreement en this question,. -There-

fore, as-a . first approximation of the truth, it is assumed that

all of the functions and attitudes are of-'equal importance in

the social body., however much heirarchical schemes of .valuation

may b,e .valid for individuals ..

The democracy of the functions and attitudes implies

that each function-attitude ."shall: have equal `political repre-

sentation and exclusively, by individuals, who belong to the . same-

p sychological group as that which ,t hey, represent .. This implies

further that 1.f arse' psychological -group ., had, more individuals .

than another, :yet the nuinb'er of representatives " of each , in

government would be - the same.. It is for this reason that this

is called qualitative representation ..

The resulting form, ofgovernment would be a kind of

aristo-democracy and would achieve :far more balance than any

which now exists. It would represent a relative swing to the

Right as, compared to current forms, but, would actually lies

near the, theoretical Center .. A shift to this- form of modified

democracy would be-_quite in accord with the•purpos;es of the

Vertical Thought Movement .
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'A Rightist. movement could imply 'tke complete abandon-

ment of the democratic idea ., But this would involve repressed

valuations that are . the counterpart .of . the. repressions of the

current. forms of democracy . Wisdom seems to dictate „the more, .

moderate position as .pragmatically -the .best .. However, I .,;should

most certainly affirm that erring by, being too much. to the Right
y

is better than erring by being too much to the",Left . .

Politics,as we.-have seen its., historic development,

corresponds to the worst elements of - human ,nature . The ethic

of politics has always been the ethic . of Machiavellianism,

except during the brief periods ;when the', aristocratic sense of

honor has been able to dominate the scene .. The cleansing . of

politics is the Herculean labor of cleaning the Augean stables

of the general social body . It is a particularly unpleasant

task,. but. unless. it is accomplished all the superior culture

of nankind rests upon a rotten °core - in which case the culture

is vulnerable before-the disease-breeding of the core, For

modern., social man there is no more . imperative task than . the

eradication of the Machiavellian, ethic from politics, and the

substitution of the . ethic "of honor and integrity . Comparatively,

t' modern capitalistic, dconomy, 'with a .ll- its faults,, is much

cleaner. Concentrating upon the, faults of the latter simply

has the, effect of drawingd a -'red herring' across the trail of

the major evil .. Here we are` brought face t o face with the
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major weakness . of all socialistic thought .-, Yh.ether revolutionary,

administrative, or literary . Almost invariably . these collecti-

-vi: stic movements carry. the 'implication of the substantial in-

crease of political powor .and the weakening of independent

economic po*er * Baitt politics ; being what, it a,, this, implies

the Machiavellianization of social ethics . In my judgment

this more 'than offsets on y moral advantages which may be de-

rived from an. increase of col °lectivization

a
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Determination of Individual Alignment.

A new definition of the Right,Leftf and Center

requires a new, criterion by hich' an . individual .may determine

just where he belongs .. Traditionally, thG,:'-classification has

been. conceived in all too ,simple objective terms .. Thus it

has been- very common to classify men 'by political -alignment

and economic or hereditary position, almost exclusively, But

once it is realized that religious,,# philosophical,, ethical, and

psychological attitudes, are no loss definitive than the economic,

political,, and . hereditary factors, the problem of classification

becomes considerably complicated . ; In this case the determinationn

is only-partly objective, i.e., based on factors that are readi-

ly evident to an observer .. The private, subjective orientation

is of-at least equal importance. We may assume that many, and

perhaps most,, individuals do not truly mow where they stand

until they have undertaken a .rather . extensive self-examination . .

As an aid to self-classification I have formulated a

series of statements in aphoristic form,. half of which define

a rather radical Rightist posit ion, and the other half an

equally radical Leftist position .. The aphorisms are paired

in such • a way that' the radical standpoint, of either member of

each pair tends to exclude or negate the complementary member .;

Undoubtedly most individuals will find that they wish to con-
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serve some values from both' sides, and thus do' not stand in .

the extreme positions of either the Right or Left, But rarely-

-will it happen that the individual gives exactly equal valu-

ation to both attitudes formulated by the respective pairs of
l

aphorisms . So the task undertaken in ;the self-analysis is

that .of isolation of the center of emphasis in valuation . For .

the `purpose of the examination it *must be' assumed that the in-

,dividual must choose one-` way or the other and that he cannot,

possess both sets of values,. 'and that on the other hand he

cannot refuse to make .a-, choice . . This attitude, applies only to

the actual self-examination, and does not imply an obligation

to force himself afterward into ; the one-sided position .,

There is no implication' that any ethical or other

inferiority ' in the ; choice is_ predicated •one 'Way or ' another'.-'

The two sides are complementtery and interdependent in-the social

body .. It is just as important that a genuine' Leftist should

function in' the Left 'as it `is' thet`'`a true Rightist should func-'

tion inn the Right . It must be kept An mind that we are dealing

with differences which aree quite ' natural rather than artificial .

The list . of aphorisms are organized with one stating

the radical Rightist position and one opposite ; it stating the

corresponding Leftist position . In the self-examination the

individual chooses in each case which position applies to him-

self best, At the. end he will generally find positive answers
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on both sides .. If 60% or more fall on. -the Rightist side ..,, . he

may provisionally. classif y himself as a true, Rightist, if . 40%

tO 60% fall on the Rightist side.,'then he belongs to the Center ;

and .if . 60;6 or more fall on the Leftist side, then he probably

belongs to the genuine Left,,

R. -
List of Aphorisms

L .,
1 . In all relat ions of life, includ- 1 . in all, relations of . life,
ing politics, wisdom is more Important ' popularity is more important than
than popularity. wX om.

2. It is more desirable that the . ;_
government should be exclusivel'y,_jna .
the hands of the best men and women'-
than that it should be popular ..

3 . A wise government' is: prefer-
able to a democratic government . .

4 Money-power is. preferable to
political power .

511i It, is better- that business men
should dominate politics than that'
politicians should dominate.: busi-
ness .

6. It is more important that busi-
ness should be sound than that it
should be humanitarian in its
attitude.

7. It is Here important that a"
physician should be personally
competent than that he should be

• personally acceptable . :

8 . It is better that competent
reasoned thought should dominate
government than that a. warm human
sympathy should dominate,

-2,, :_ It is `mots desirable that the
rulers should be popular with the
majority than that they should be
wise.,

3 . Democracy is more valuable than
=wisdom in government .

4,. Political power is preferable
to money-power .

5 It 3. s better' that politicians
should dominate business than that
business men should dominate politics .

6 . It is, more important that busi-
ness should think in humanitarian
terms than that it should be sound .

7 ., It is more . Important that the
physician should 'establish a right
feeling-r.elationship~ with his patient
.than that he should have superior
medical understanding,

8 . It is better that warm, .human
sympathy should dominate . governmental
policy than competent reasoned
judgment .
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9 The highly 'trained ; dispas • 9 . The executive will should stand
sionate, and-detached mind' of ascendant over judicial' determination,,
superior judges .on .the Supreme .
Bench should wield 'the dcxninant

0

power as compared with either the ' .
administrative or legislativeIarms .

10 . It is more important that a .' 10*. It is more important that a man
man should be truthful than that` he. should have a social sense than that
should b e socially-minded. he should be truthful. .

11,- A man is not to be trusted . if
he reveals a careless-attitude-
toward self-contradiction, how-
ever superior his' feelings ma . be,.

12.. An honest man with a cold
heart is preferable, to a warm-
hearted man who is dishonest'. '

13 .- The'.general- consensus of public
opinion is always a majority,

13 .. One and God is a majori

11. A.man of-socially 'superior feelings
is to, be trusted even though he is quite
careless,of'; 'self-contradiction .,

12 ..;.' A.d era-rm hearted man, even though.
dishonest,, is preferable to a cold

;, hearted man even though scrupulously
honest . .

14.. The 'moral obligation -of the'
.employee to the dmployer or to,

the 'job' is prior to the moral
obligation to th© fellow-employee.

14 . . The moral obligation of the employee
to the fellow-employee is 'prior to the
moral ' obligation to the employer or to
the 'jobs .: ' `

15 The relationship of . a student .,, 15,,,- The . fel-love-student relationships
to, his teacher takes priority k-have moral .priority to the relationship
over the relationships to fellow- ' -of the.-student' .to the teacher .
students' .

0

.1 .6 : Stylistic literature is
superior to literature based
upon free associate. on . .

17 . The best music is that which
is' developed according to its own
law without reference to any
other human value .

18 . Art should serve aesthetic
criteria exclusively..

19 .. Art should be oriented to
an end-in-itself' and never be
used as an ' instrument of propa-
ganda,

1f. Free' asso aiationist literature is
more valuable than stylisticc literature,

1?. The best music is that which is
instrumental in expressing general
feeling attitudes,

18. Art should express all attitudes
Thether they are beautiful or not .

19 . Art may be legitimately used as
an instrument to mold the political,
and other opinions of men .



20., Fiction should-be' used to 20 .. Fiction is a legitimate instrument
paint pictures of life, b ut should for', .the prpmulgation of Social and other
never preach,, _ doetr.iftes entertained by the' writer .., '

L

21., Open and reaeoned' exposition 214 ' It is' legitimate to influence the
s_ the p&.y legitimate means for ,opinions of men ,by psychological and,i
a influencing the opinions of men ;; dramatic means that are not open and

explicitly reasoned;..

.22 ;,- Competency rather thin . pops 22. It is more-important that- he • vrho
ularity should constitute the one • fills high, office should be popular F
credential for high office . than .that he should be competent .. .

23i, The love of God is more im-
portant than the love of man,

23. The love . of man is :more important
.than the love of God .

24: It is more important that a
man should so adjust himself
that he could, face the condition
of being the last man in a 'dying,
world with. equanimity than that
he should'perfect his social re-
lationships.,

25 . `It is more important that
a man should ;,Jive and' act in ac
cord with his individual con-
science than that. he should. con-
form to the moral codes of
society .

26., Heredity conditions men, more
fundamentally than circumstance .

'27, then there is ' conflict,
between thei tvo. logic should
rule desire

28.. 'Understanding is or may be ..
a final value in itself,

29, Experience is , valuable in so
far as, it leads t o knowledge

30. Ideas possess more reality-
value than objects ,which exist
for sensation .

,

24. ,It is more important that, a mann
should, . perfect his social relationships
than that' he should be able ' to stand .
with-' equanimity as the last, man ; in a,
dying world, '

. 25 .., It is more important t hat a man
should'keop•the generally accepted moral .
codes of his social body than that he

, :should be true to hisosine_

Circumstance or environment condition
men more ..fundamental ly than hereditya

27 • Wheri ;there is a conflict between thee
two, 'desire or purpose should rule logic .

28 . Understanding is always, of z instru-
mctal .value . . ' ,

.29 .. Knowledge is valuable in so far-as
it leads to more experience ..

'30. Objects which exist for. sensation
possess more reality-value than ideas .

I
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31 . A subjective' intuition of trap :.. .
.scendental. Reality, combined with
strong assurance, is„more to be , .
trusted than any amount , of , contv.o-

S senses .

32,. Dominance of money-power ins
preferable to dominance of labor .
power,.

31'., Objective fact is .competent' to
controvert the subjective assurance
of trane,cendental Reality,.

32, Dominance of lab.or-'Power is prefer-
able to, dominance . of money-power.

33,. The ' ri ght of individual bargain 3;3. The right. of collective bargaining ;
3 ng In labor relat ion.ships , should should always take precedence .'ove. r the
stand prior, to the right of col' . right of individual bargaining,
lective bargaining

34.. . . In industry. those caho function
primarily vri th the mind should rule .
those the function primarily with
the hands ..

35 . . Society should be none oriented
to the advance of superior culture
than to the general well-being . of
men as they are .

36 . The greatest values are at-
twined by the awakening. to Other-
.worldliness rather .than through
the, enriching of mundane life,

37 . Eduucati cap. shouldd b e oriented
to:,.the scientific spirit rather,
the t o the cultivation of the will
and determination .

38. Discipline in the formal
classical scn se is a better canon
of •education than the guidance of
free impulse .. ;

'039 .; The authority of the inner
spiritual Voice transcends all
other authority .

, 34 .1 In industry those: who.-funct ior) with
the hands should hold the commanding,
position and employ the thinkers as "
servant n .: s
35 Society should be oriented to the
general well-being of men as they are
even though the . advance of culture, is'
sacrificed.

4

36. The .best values are to 'be ."atta.irled'
only by the perfecting+ of mundane life .

37. Education should be oriented ~o
the cultivation of the will and deter-
mination.rather than to the scientific

3$, the guidance of 'free impulse' is a
better canon of education than formal
.classical discipline .

39 . The authority' of a divinely estab-
lished religious institution takes

. .priority over any inner Voice .. ,

40,r Honesty 3n elation ship , 40 Consideration for the feelings of
between a 'physician and his patient, his patient are more 'important in a .
.i.s more important. than consideration . physician than honesty in, hip, relation-
for the feelings of the latter ship,

verting experience 'through the , .



41, Purity in thought ,, morals,
and art. - 1s more ,valuable than
tolerance .

42 - Truth is more to'•be desired
than happiness .

43 . . It . is better • to b e correct
than to compromise,

44 . ' .It is better to die for'the
Truth than to lave throu~a• a lie,

45, Social policy should orient
itself to the ideal of the self-
determined and integrated indir-
vidual,.

46. The best philosophy is that
which is married to mathematics .

47, The foundati arts -of life and
consciousness are spiritual.. ;'

48 . .: Psychical factors are most
potent in conditioning objective
life and consciousness .

It is more' important t o ,be able,
to,compr .onise . than to be correct, `

44 . It 16 better to live, . even though
by means of a • li,e, . than ' to die for, .the Truth,

45.• -Social policy should. 'orient itself
to an integrated collectivity,- even
though every individual remained a
one-sided specialist .

46.- The best philosophy is that which
is married to'sociology .

47 . The . foundations of life and con-
~sciousness are material .

48 Objective ' circumstances are mast
potent-3n conditioning life and con-
sciousness,* .

49 ., "That government is best; Which 49.' That government is best which most
governs least .7- J completely: cares for and rogulatesv the

lives of its subjects or citizens .

50 The realization that a wise
self-interest leads to the same
policy as a Poise,=altruis . is moree
apt to be attained by a business
mind than, b y the political mind .

50. The realization that a wwi se . altru
ism leads to the ° same policy as, a wise
self-interest J i,e more apt . to be attained

;;;by the political mind than by the busi-
ness mind.: •

r

Superior moral rightness or essential correctness does

not lie exclusively on one side or the other. The questions are

designed to isolate natural orientation and thus they are primarily

significant in the psychological sense ,. every man has a right. t.o

41 .. Tolerance' in thought, morals#, and
art' is more valuable than purity .

42;, Happiness . is more t o be desired
than- Truth ..
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his natural code of ethics and system, of valuation . . The

question of the absolutei superior . y of- one code or another,
Y

or of one ' system, or another, does hot arise- here . Men' ar6
different- by nature- and have a right- .-totbe, different ,: The

problem., of government'' is so to'regulate' lif e, . or refrain from

regulating life, -that the widest . andde®pesi range of develop-t ment becomes possible,

; That government:- is best which, stands

in the most neutral re1itionship-to the two attitudes of both .

Right and Left But, today ..' with us and throughout'. the whole,

Occident, government 3s strongly -oriented to the standpoint,, of

the Left, The 4reault ' is-that the movement toward balance re-

quires a :strong development of the power of the Right in the

political and general social fields,

The fifty aphorisms designed to, isolate radical

Rightist orientations , are not toYbe conceived as formulating

the program of the Vertical Thought . Movement .. They are, de.,

signed simply .to select those Vho psychologically should belong

to that Movement Bu t it, by no means- follovws that all those

who belong to the movement In the psychological sense will be

convinced . of its wisdom or expediency , in . the field of action .

Per contra,: there nnay be-those who belong to the Loft in the

psychological sense who,; none- the less' are `so convinced of

the. importance of :increased influence from the Right -,upon the .

political and social . field in order to attain the goal off

Y
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balance that they will give the' Movement- support .. Thus 'the

Movement welcomed associates from the,, psychological= Left as '

ythe .definition of position is re-,well as fray the Right ; but .

.served to those iho have a Rightist psychology

!here there are radical ai ffererides between men c .om

promise often supplies the wisest solution,,. But the' view that

the extry--ert psychology,.' some of • the very greatest. individual

compromise Is always a possible or prise solution merely reflects

and social values' have been attained and are attainable only :

by 'a rigorously uncompromising attitude,, . This Is obvious 'in',

the development of pure mathematics and in all the profounder

religious awakenings ;, . In fact ., it-may be said generally that

the `man who sees * in` compromise .a univer.eally valid 'formula re-

veals thereby that he is 'lacking, in all` profundity of religious
a

sense . . And in the case of :mathematics and of the mathematical
Y

sciences it is obvious that compromise spells disasters There

.is no compromise between system and compromise , . Albert Einstein

once remarked that the merit of his, theory of relativity lay

.ip . the fact that ' it Was a selfKcontained system,., If it failed

:n any part, it, failed as a whole .. Thus .it was either wholly

true ;orr simply not true at. all .: Nowr,,' all, pure mathematics is

like this ;, and so it is'. useless to talk of compromise in this

connection unless one wishes t o destroy the totality of all

pure 'mathematics . One may compromise interests but' not pr n-

ciples .

1
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Dnci it, Vealivpod that oc prom : e Is not an

9 .variably v ltd canon of;',Political POLO,, thon tho problo .

of o tarir ant . b o uo enonu u l r . mph icated Provision Td st

bt mde for those att dries and : valuoe V I Cb require,uncond -

tional orlentatlcoo iass s7 11 as for t oR a which involve they

interplay . of give .and.. take; can f .lid .nb aolution of this

problem. Upon -the basis of a ono-clans eooiet ` e e'e the ovalu-

sting aid, regulating. . canons aro the ago for a11.. Tho only .

hope lies , the providing o -'di fare at z`o eo there quite

diveroo caxione apply* The spirit of- the times being what it .

ion I roahizo that t o ay, -sound liko'a very radical . susgasa

Lion . In f€aot 1' ;4G.-not a cot any oarl r reAlIzat on ai'f t.ho:
Ultimate,gea .• inde thoro Is: presupposed d very extensive

education in order, to ' .ga ' a fairly general vealigation of tho

problem4 'But ve rush rove 'in this direction If ' We. are ovo t o

genuinely balanced danc etahlo aaciot ,. Raan hi Q, it

ie the rig t , and duty of chose 'riho feel the advorse ores of

genoral social 'undervaluat:ion to affirm their position with

all the strong they cari aasttr}



j VI

, objective of, the Movement

So far we have . given the concepts of the Right and

Left a- new definition and have, provided a primarily psycho

logical test for determining just who belong to the Right and

Left in the nets sense . ' die have,also shown-how the' present

political tendencies'-here, ,ands elsewhere : in the West,, tend

towardl a ,radical release of the sentiment of, and increase of

power of., the Left.,. resulting in a corresponding depreciation

and' suppression of the sentiment of the . Right, combined with

the curtailment of power of the latter . We have also noted

that for a long period in' the Occident -the more extr,%yert or

Leftist orientation has held the dominant; position, so that

the present tendency is simply a more intensified accentuation

of a protracted social movement, . .,From this there follows a

dangerously one-sided and unstable social orientation 'Which

can be corrected only by a very substantial increase of the

influence of the Right, Finally$ the Vertical Thought Move-

ment, is . conceived to function -In such ways as may be possible

to increase the social 'influence; of the Right until such time

as a state of balance may be attained .

Att this point it becomes important to give the

Vertical Thought Movement a brief and specific delineation in .
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terms of a, proposed program .} ,The following is a preliminary

statement which is td b"e conceived as, by no means complete or

exhaustive,; The program falls under three ,heads .

1 . The first objective of the- Vertical Thought • Movement

is to give the Rightist attitude an adequate and just formu+

latic -- ,This. task c,orr6sponds tto ,a genuine need sinco: the

current popular" interpretations of the Right are simply the

expressions of what the Right' moans to orie having the perspec-

t ive of the Left . :But., the Left.ist' :s view of , the Right suffers

frf out the , same sort of defect- which marks the extrovert' a view

of the introvert ., The former views the latter from the per-

spective of hiss own system' of valuation- and finds him quite

inferior.. It is .true that a natural introvert . i-s inferior in

the dimension in which the extravert is most-expanded ., but his

major development is in another dimension in which the extrovert

is equally - inf erior ;. The introvert ,, who is . true to his ova

type,. can: develop quite 'as: uncomplimentary an int. erpret ati on

of the extrtert,. but he faces the disadvantage "that' the .present

objective field is dominated by gtxverted syat"ems . The con-

census of opinion ' i•s against. him. As . a result he is often-

constrained,, against his own inner feeling, to accept the _

extrsayerted valuation of ;himself and" then he may proceed to

make himself over on the extraverted pattern, often with patho-

logical consequences .. More than this results,, since he o ften
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fails to perform his destined social function and the eonse-

quence is that general society is starved for values it needs

no less greatly than those of a more extroverted sort ..: This

is the case in the relationship of the psychologic attitudes .

The parallel situation exists in the relationship of the social

Right and Left, .; The Leftist attitude ,has come to dominate

social valuations , including morality;..- The Rightist is painted

in far from complimentary `terms, and over and over again one

finds the natural Rightist speaking, as though he accepted this

Leftist valuation of himself and also the Leftist system of

social valuaticn a,; This is: the same sort of "selling one's

self out" that occurs so frequently with . introverts . Or; if

the Rightist still insists upon the validity . of his system,,. he

yet pretends to serve the Leftist system ; and this implies an

indirection that is by no means wholesome .: There is a . real .

need for a just formulatic of the genuine.; Rightist position .;

There is no question here, of denying all validity to

the Leftist system of valuation .; , It is, freely acknowledged

that such a system -has a relat i`ve: val.idity .,• Bu it"i s rela-

tive to the Leftist t emperament and lacks -authority with the

Rightist temperament .. It is #, for' instance,. all very well for

the Leftist to make social-mindedness the supreme virtue,, but .

the. Rightistt has a no loss valid right-to place the primary

emphasis upon integrity . And there•- s . no' .reason- ,why the Rightis.t



6

'should concede that :his morality is ;:any less - enlightened than

that of the Leftist .

The Rightist , tio ha s understood the real significance

of his . type has no reason . to feel ashamed': To be sure, " there

are unsavory chapters in the record _of the-Right, but there'

.have been. no less unsavory ,chapters In :the record of the Left .

The ruthlessness of a ,John, D. Rockefelle ; Sr,, can be matched

by the even greater ruthlessness of a Joseph Stalin .. And if

the latter iss to ,be excused upon the ground °that the end dust -

Pies the means . then a no less convincing apology can be de-

'veloped in the int.erpretatioa of &f6lan D . 'Rockefeller, It is

special . pleading in the rankest possible sense to excuse *the

vices of .the Left-and then fail to apply the same indulgence

to *the Right . 'But on the-, positive side the Right. may, cell be

proud of its record of greatness ; for if " the greatest rulers

and. conquerors : of the world have mainly been geniuses of the M. s

Left ; ° yet the great world' Saviours have been primarily oriented

to the Vertical i imension and therefore Rightists :, Indeed, the

Rightist has no 'reason to be ashamed of hio type as ~a type ..,, . .

The first objective of -the Vertical Thought Movement

is direct ed to the, general r'6ador and not to the . Right ist

aloe . It' :is deemed as not exclusively desirable that t ie

Rightist , alone should came to understand h imself .. . It is also

hoped that the .•more open -minded and genuine. Leftists-should



be .brought to realize that there are also superlative values

in the custody of the Right which have worth for all men*

A true Leftist ; without i the least ceasing to be a .Leftist,

,may none the less realize that the Right carries values that

are by no means to be despised,, but which. are only weakly de-

veloped in the Leftist temperament .

2 . The second objective.of the Vertical Thought Movement.
L

is to drat together thos e who belong byy temperament and con, -

victicn to the Right "so that they may establish a common front

in a . generally antagonistic Leftist society,.

This second objective is naturally .oriented especially

to the Rightists themselves . It affords a problem of particular

difficulty since the genius., of collective action is' a peculiar-

ity of the Leftist temperament.. Yet,. in a world where collective

action is highly developed, unorganized or unassociated. indi-

viduals stand-at a hopeless disadvantage . Unquestionably the

principle of association must be different ; from that Which ap-

plies to a . .true collectivity . It is an association of individ-

uals, affirming the right -of the. individual . to be an individual,

whereas a .collectivity is an individual onl- ,, ii ti taken as a

whole,,, while the parts arb .exclusively14psy.chical fractions

We might, for instance,, thus conceive of an association of men

who work to protect the _man-corking _in, ,his, rights as an indi- .

vidual as against collective bargaining . The working-.man is
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naturally a . collectivist" - for he is only a psychical fracti on .,

but man-corking, is, naturally, an, individualist since he, has

attained a ,' substantial degree ` :of Ind=ividuation"" -But he map ,

need .the help of bis.'bro,thers. to survive in this age',

By non does the, Vertical Thotught Movement ex
a s r,

elude from its ranks the man whose- economic„fui et .ion is mainly

-one . of the -hand . If such an one is man-working rather than a

working-man.;, then lie is not to be def5•ned or classified by his

visible economic-function. 'Such an one may, at one time,

work at sewerage disposal, at another time` he may be manager

of a bu siness,, . or . he maj even be the founder of a religion .-

He actually, is , in his own real nature, wholly unconditioned

by his. Incidental functioning This is .an outstanding mark of

the-true aristocrat . But, In. contrast ; the natural collectivist

type is conditioned by his functioning, and this marks him as

a real pleb .an , one ' who has inherently the psychology of a

slave: r

'Clearly,: the Vertical Thought Movement will not con

siet -cly of thos Q Who have property.," dio . ;manage affairss . who

are prof'essionaly trained, and who have superior education .

For the greater part;, all these 'do belong to . this Mov-ement . .,
S

k

but it includes also an unknown- -number who are occupied in

humbler engagement., By choice a Rightist may have selected`

inconspicuous paths, or he may not yet have arrived .for general
-4
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'recognition . The Vertical Thought. Movement includes. all these .

34, The third objective of the Vertical Thought . Movement .
,
achieving of p olitical recognition,and of luence ini s the

practical government that shall not be less than that of the

forces of the Lefty

For this purpose the Vertical Thought Movement may

very: likely become a political party, However, it will be

a party .oriented to a philosophy and seeking the Implementation

of that philosophy In social and political life'* It will not,

aim at. the political victory of its-candidates through the

employment, of expediency and the compromise of essential prin-

ciple. Its motive is .'thus essentially ; revolutionary or evo-

luticnary;. and . it. cannot be satisfied with the mere spoils of

office . For practical reasons -it may give support to the can-

didates, of other parties who. have an :miediate chance .of - suc-

cess,. but such support 'shall not be conceived as a compromise
4

with fundamental philosophy .. It will be a party imbued with

the -sense of crusade for a ' Cause , which continues between, as
- f

well, as during,,-periods of elections, ° . It X3.11 value a delayed

success ,, for which. the price, of compromise . is not exacted,;
4

above, an early'success paid for .by the_,. Vepudiation . of ° funda'

mental principle .

Naturally there ,Mill- be .a practical program thigh

will give, concrete form to purpose, buts thiss `program Will be
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governed by the .modulus of the fundamental philosophy, 1',

shall. not here attempt t o formulate such a program beyond

two . or' three suggestiori*s , For this work the. coilaberation of

competent F spec iali sts is ' required . Indeed; I hope that the

whole thought I have 'sug.gested, in this ~esaay may., serve more

to, stimulate further thought in the same line than to become..

anything like a,, rigid dogma : . In any case,. the spirit of

crystalized dogma' belongs more to the extreme Left than to .

the Right : Do gma implies the imposition- of external authority . .

The following three suggestions, are offered a's part

of the proposed' program :

('a Policy with respect to appointments upon
the Supreme .Bench .

Appoint, meats -shall be governed by the principle of

balance.- Since, two ; theories of' constitutional corsuruction

have developed. in. our, history,.both. will be given pragmatic,

recognition,, The policy 9n appointment .,, . therefore, will be

the Maintenance of four loose constructionista and four strict

egnstructioniats upon the Suprelne Bench at all times, The

ninth member, tho should be preferably the ChiefJustice', should

belong by temperament and theoretical . attitude to the Center .

The the ory" ,of loose construction- has received supe.ri-

or formulatioal at the bands of ,the late., Justice- But .. .

Justice Holmes, perhaps, more than, any other jurist within our

history,. had a conscious philosophical orientation, His own
t9 t .

statements 'show that he was a Vitalist ahd-defin .itely took



is sue with the, transcendentalistic systems of Hegel and richt .e,.

He exemplified the fact that orientation In Judicial interpre-

taticei•; can be determined by a previously assumed philosophy.. .

But so : long as ,the clash of .philosophies is grounded in profound

and natural. differences in, ,men,, and since these philosophies

affect: the ant erpretation of the function of .law.,, no one phi1-
.1 1

osophy should dominate, the'- .Bench bf !the supreme Decision. . The

two main streams op, philosophy ,can Nbe correlated with loose and

strict* construction respectlvel-y, and,,, as well,. v .th the extra-,-,c

verted and introverted attitudes Annd the Lefti st and Rightist

standpoints; Both groups have 'an equity in the Constitution, .

but the dominance, of , one theory - of •con,struc:tion is tantamount

to conf iscation ' of the,-- equity of the, opposedd group,; - Today

loose con s truction overwhelmingly dominates the picture .,, The

result Is radical unbalance .;

,Unfortunately,; there never has been •in our country

a judicial mind oriented to the Right, which manifested the

philosophical, ability of Jus.tioe Holmes * 'In fact, it, is a .

11

decidedly rare phenomenon for •a man of the grade of mind that

would have made •a competent .phiiosophi-cal thinker to choose the -

laww as his field :. In this respect' Holmes is almost, if not.

quite., an unique figure . We need, very -greatl.y a Rightist, phii

osopher upon.,, the ;Supreme Bench to perform. the same ` service flir

his side. .

F: But,, in any case ; 'we need the reestablishment, of

balance • in judicial int erpretat ion, since otherwi°se,over-develop-
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mcnt to the Left will either imply revoluti on or else , the

progressive use . of. systematic c oppression,;,..

(h) Poliey with respect ' to representation in

Congress .-

There shall be at all. times an. equal representation

of - the Right eft, . 'od . Cent er in both Houses of 'Congress .

This means that one-third shall be by temperament and th6ory

Rig tilt , me-third by temperament ahd ..thaory Leftist*, and one-'

third by temperament and theory C en;t r , st ,, This could imply that .

certain seats are defined as, f :illable .only by candidates that

can .qualify `in. terms of the requisite temperament and theoreti-

pal attitude,, though elected by the general body of, elect ors as

at pres ent: . . Or,. better, : the se candidates . could b e ` chosen ex»

clusively °by electors *ho belong to the same psychological-

Political group. Probably constitutional amendment . would be

required to accomplish this end$ but even so `there would be no

fundamental disturbance of the primary purpose of the Constitution„

This plan would eliminate all ' strong shifts in the

primary attitudes of the legislators . Minor shifts would,remain

possible as two or more parties could develop in each group, .

but Rightists as `a whole would always. be represented,, and, like

wise,•in the case of-'the Left and the-Center .

(d) P'olicy' as to, membership in the primary
.v

groups of the Right,,, Left,, and Center.;.

The' primary groups, would -not 'be, -parties--in ',our present

sense . Group membership would be determined principally by
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psychological classificatticn _ .and a memberr of a_ .group could

vote only for;, group candidates :. Each group could--have, its

competing. parties.- and thus offer alternative candidates'*,

The candidates must of necessityr belong . psyehologica]. y to

the same group ,that :they represent,,;,

-It does, .not seen 4ecessax to, offer y Buggost3 ons

as to economic theory ,at this time . The crucial. problem is

that concerned, 'with : the organi,zati:on of,the Sovereign Power.. : a
if a state of durable balance -can be, established in, this Power,

then. we-have a base which" is . favorable .- t-C .the working out of,.

al l s econdary i s sues .

P

I

S

I
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.VII

The. kin al V16rd.

This essay is but little more than an outline-of
4

an- Idea which has both profound and far-reaching ramifications,

Much, much. more. remains ' to .be ,said:, and an adequately eompre

pensive statement can come ,into existence only as the collective

effort of specialists in, all `d:epartmentsof human interest and

unfoldn The present. essay :formulates a base ; or system. of

reference, from which: ;the . total problem , .of man as a social

entity is approached;,' It is less a statement of empiric fact

than the delineation of a ground or viewpoint within which the

whole body, of fact :may° be:. itt'sgr'atedr',; But "the motivatian here

is not purely scientific .:, It is frankly purposive -,Sheer

.:knowledge of man may, supply a- : .justified motive for research,,

but" we live 3,n a revolutionary cycle of tragic possIbi lities , .

and' world history-oould conceivably-take ,such a, -turn, that,, men

no longer would remain, free to follow the, lead of . scientific

curiosity . It is a matter of ,vital Importance for all, : for

the, pure scientist and for. the -recluse* as `well as :for men

engaged in more e "practical", affairs,.) . just what form,the future

organization of society mayassume . At this time ~ it is no longer

safe for any man to abstract himself from concern relative to

political affairs .. For in an age when politics assumes ascend .-.

ancy, the bearers of the higher culture face the threat of

obscuration .
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Every social . program implies a , system of reference

or perspective, front which, the , social, problem 3.s defined. Even

thee simplest facts may be radically transformed in their mean-

ing when viewed:, from a new angle ., provided the change of per-

spective .is, appropriately chosen,,,. Fa~ is never define the view

but are themselves predetermined by the, viewpoint Often

thinkers and protagonists are ~uncon.scious of their own view-'

point . The individual sees the,. world in_ .the: way that he; does

because. of, the factors. which ,predetermine his own temperament,.

The liberation of.: 'cieself .from 'the--limitations imposed by this

relativity is poa-aible only through thexbepoming cons cious of

the determinants of c e ! s ..own t empeVament,~ '(t'hen the' individual

has thus become conscious of , hims'elf` then he faces .for the first

time the poosibility- of realizing alternative viewpoints ;. . He, .

then, can `give his o 1, temperament, and the,, consequent interpre-tations an

; objective " ;valuat'ion . He -may nott be able, nor.,, is it

essentially necessary;, to change ,his owp temperament, but he

Will see that other ,men are differently constituted .,and so see

the world differently . From this more. objective b'a,se,. and from

this alone .,, is it • pop Bible to approach the .totel problem of

sociology, polio ice,. and economics, with-any hope of obtaining

a comprehensive solution ;*, This kind of objectivity is not

vitally . necessary for., the purely individual life; nor t he well-

being of groups having . similarity of orientation$ but in the
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common zonen wherein the life of all individuals and all groups
- r

is regulated.. .it . .s an imperative necessity, The alternative

of a society organized in accord with:, the comprehensive view

is a society composed of ma=sters and, slaves*. however,the slavery

maybe disguised,w

Evezy view,, of the present,-existing eoc3:ety also 1m

plies an interpretation of histcry• This is true even of the<t _
races ,th3ich have an istorical attitude:,e for the Tatter isi it_

serif.,' merely a negative interpret ;a't3 on of history,: . The hypos~a.,

t .zed or ( transcendental Idea ' of Hegel led to,a philosophy of

history having a clearly particularized . character .; But the

Marxian inversion of, the Hegelian .diale +_'ctic -Produced tie

materialistic in :erpretaticm of history with. the resulting

delineation of a,very different .p3cturo .: So',j likewise, the,
{

orientation to life or the 1 .bloodf by' Spongier gave to history,,.,

still another meaning ., In each,of; these cases the . same body

of empiric fact., gave support to quite,, divergent viewsi- Clearly= .

it was not the, pure and detached facts of history which, by

themselves, predeterminedd their own meaning, ., The facts became

different w .en viewed differently .,

There is an affinity` between the materialistic inter

pretation of society and ,the Communistic organization of

present-day ciety. A someybat similar affinity is traceable ; .

in the relationship between Spengler ' s view of history and
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German National Soc ial .sm If we are, in our own social

future, to avoid the consequences of-either-of the above organ-

izat ions,, then ~e must, orient ourselves to a more adequate

viewpoint . Now,j here the, need .i . not merely the ,affirmation

of~a different view upon the same level, for in that case we

achieve 'only a different paz'tioularization , with all it's im-.:

pl"icaticriss of future conflict, Only through the realization

of a more comprehensive perspective is real 3uatice and durable

peace possible..
9

I suggest that modern. analytic psychology supplies

us with a means of attalning a More impersonal and objective

base of reference than; any we, have - known ,:heretofore.: Perhaps

the . future, w ll supply us with a basis that is still more ads

quate' but among current-resources I know of no key possessing

equal possibilities of superior, orientation,, at least not Within

the limits of the understanding of the Occidental . psyche, The

advantage presented " by psychology lie s ,,3n the fact that it

employs a phenomenological or objective approach to, material .

that often •i s. so subjective that it remains -hidden save for

Individual introversion . Psychology, does not . reveal. the -inner-

content or, re.ligiouss or, philosophical realizations, but -it can

determine that such real ataons are facts and that they do

have profound Influences upon conduct and valuation in the

domain of social relations ... Thus government cannot remain
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indifferent to' religion. and philosophy. But if the indi viduals,

who are veaponsible for the resolution of- governmental problems .

cannot themselves enter into 'the, izrnnediate . content of religious

and philosophical 4if feren ces,, then it is important that some

means of effective pragmatic adjustment, should be .made available .

For this,,. modern'. psycholagy, ,seems to supply the only accessible

key, A I
The difference between the political Right . and Left.,

has, commonly been conceived has the-consequence of circumstance,'

almost exclusively' Supposedly., .men are Rightists 'or Leftists

because of economic position birth, or relative age . of life0

This view As far too superficial .- Then ..one approaches this

problem psychologically he finds that' the primary ground of

political difference is,lodged far more in natural temperament

than In the incidents of circumstance ,• Something: more than

heredity,,. economic conditi,on* or education predet ermines, the

attitudes of, men . These more external factors may of course

so largely overlay" and :distopt, the-_true p -ctur :e that the visible

orientation of, men is-quite different from ,what , it should be

nnaturallyL . . any men are forced into `false conformations with

out under°standing the :compulsions that operate upon them . But

a false con formati on -does not destroy the forces' Yihi.eh operate

to, cause social upheaval For false conformation merely results

in a driving-under- or frustration of various . instincts or
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desires- and, these always carry with them,an amount of psychical

energy which din time builds up-an explosive-potential, Commonly, .

social. man does not koow just, what it is that ails him and so,-

when a saorifi.o lal victim -such as despised, race or economic

group ,- is offered him, - he projects his feeling . of frustration, upon

the latter,- . .It is but, natural that violence and social upheaval

should result . But the success of such revolutions does not, re-

move the source of aggravation O 'The new social organization,

sir ply provides other compulsive conformations with it-s cor-

respondin. g group of frustrations , 'd d once more fuell is supplied

for, a later: revolt, w . .,

Clearly,,, to attain a truly . just and stable society, .

.Provision must be'made .for-_th& .-natural,_differeiiees in men .

'To achieve this, it Is- not enough.", to "s' organize a society,y that

it shall, fit the needs - of a ..preferr.ed .psychological group. No

matter how great.-the will to',just ice -of. the social theorist, or `
I r

promulgator may be* . yet .f he knows only his own 'psychology

and that, of '.the m-2 A u'wh3rch , i s -natu rallq = drawn. t o him, then .

he is bound to produce a social system that -is 'oppressive to

those viho W are of diverse psychology. A given system may fitt

the needs of a given typo.,, class, or caste reasonably,we~l, but

other systems are, needed: for other. types. The result. is that

the final picture of a truly just social organization becomes

very complicated indeed. Only exceptionally prepared minds

can envisage it'. .
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As yet we,are not ready for the final form.. But', we

can prepare an intermediate stage wherein the principal social

forces can be afforded something like equality of political

recognition* :. . Out, of the impact of these force's it is to' bet

hoped that the final form vii 11 be evolved : Thus I conceive

it to be highly important that the political Right ., Left., and

Center shall .be given formal recognition and political emplace

ment now :. To achieve this end the center ' of emphasis must be

placed upon the political wing vrhioh is currently sub jeeted .to

the greatest undervaluation .. That is clearly the . political Right. .

Thus, the Vertical Thought. Movement.,-As .,, first of all in time,

a crusade of the Radical Right .j as- the. primary burden cf achiev-

ing recognition always-rests upon the relatively submerged

groups themselves . But those who by natural tomperament belong

to the Left and have vision of the value of the ultimate goal

may. very properly support-this Movement .. The final end is not

daninaticn by the Right, butt rather, a state of profound social

balance .
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